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ABSTRACT

FAME AND LDS YOUTH
VALUE CONFLICTS AND THE

interpretive AUDIENCE

shellie M frey
department of communications
master of arts

fame is a paradoxical issue a phenomenon that is both embraced and shunned simultaneously in
american culture and particularly within many religious institutions leaders of the church of jesus christ

of latter day saints LDS for instance discourage its members particularly the youth from seeking out
fame as well as famous individuals as role models yet they also incorporate positive rhetoric about fame as
well in terms of famous LDS people landmarks or groups furthermore various aspects of the LDS church

worldwide televised conferences widely distributed books written by church leaders etc are highly
mediated thus integrated with a public venue that is heavily associated with establishing or perpetuating
fame therefore leaders themselves may also be considered famous

in light of the complex view of fame both in and out of the church this study explores the
relationship between fame and religiosity of LDS mormon youth and how they define and resolve value
conflicts therein

the study uncovers themes

about how LDS youth define fame how they talk about it how

they tie religiosity into those conversations and whom they consider famous and why

the research also

explores both the positive and negative uses of fame in the lives of LDS youth including what they are
learning and emulating from those who are famous as well as how they see the role of fame playing out in

the church

treads in depth one on one interviews and
through qualitative research incorporating a series of triads

nonparticipant observation results of this study revealed an active audience that not only reads against the
media but recognizes and acknowledges the media manipulation mat
that can be found in fame while these LDS

youth both embrace and reject various aspects of fame as it relates to their individual lives LDS religious
fundamentals clearly lay a foundation upon which these youth establish their ideals about fame and whom
they choose as role models when these religious ideals collide with the realities of mediated fame internal

conflict arises religiosity then becomes the strategy these youth incorporate to resolve these conflicts

conversely the closer fame merges with the religious values of these individuals the more justified fame
becomes in their minds furthermore the data demonstrate a strong tendency toward gendered views about

fame and religiosity particularly within the value conflicts and resolutions although additional research is
needed to determine its conclusiveness overall the religiosity of these LDS youth was found to supercede
supersede

the influence of fame as the guiding force in their lives
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introductiqlrtffhe
The problem
introductionthe
Introduction
in the recent film the talented mr ripley matt damons character tom ripley makes a life out

of impersonating his way into elite social circles wealth and recognition after realizing the destruction
caused by his covetousness and deceit he confesses

id rather be a fake somebody than a real nobody

though Ripleys desperate yet heartfelt aspirations ultimately lead to his demise his sentiment is
not uncommon among todays youth
famous

some people dont care why theyre famous they just want to be

said a teenage guest on an episode of
ABCs politically incorrect television talk show
ofabcs

because

theyre going to get recognized

this quest for fame often begins with fandom itself idolizing those in the spotlight who have what
ilfe
seems to be the good life

love money success self worth and therefore happiness

but like the

character tom ripley fame can be a powerful imposter in todays society particularly among youth who are

seeking social identity and approval amidst a media saturated world that aggressively perpetuates this
phenomenon with todays mighty media machines and pervasive availability among audiences superstars
super stars
societys
are literally created overnight icons seem even more immortal than ever and celebrities become societys
idols

the media world
be satisfying or stable

is fantastically attractive compared to real lives in which relationships may not

says university of Marylands

worship those who have been deemed famous

dr john caughey

explaining societys
societys tendency to

media relationships are with people who are almost by

definition famous successful dynamic and good looking celebrities have become the gods of our social
system because our success oriented culture has placed them at the top

caughey 1984 p 106

likewise a recent university study found that more than 80 percent of the nations youth looked to
celebrities and professional athletes as their personal role modelssecond
models second only to their parents schlesinger

2000 demonstrating the influence of fame on young people today

while patterning ones behavior performance world views andor habits after someone who appears
to be successful in a desired area has shown to help onlookers increase their own performance and in some
ways help them live better lives marshall 1997 others believe it also has its dangers those concerned say

10

that people who idolize the famous or fame itself are actually endangering their own self concept

thing theyre trying to improve
potential for empowerment

the very

when we grant another person the status of hero we deny our own full

writes sue erikson bloland in her recent article fame

montffih nov 1999 p 52
of a fantasy atlantic monthly

the power and cost

adulation dulls our awareness of the human dimensions

of those we idealize limiting our knowledge of them and of ourselves as human beings
LDS church and individual identity
tily
Identlly

one group

is particularly concerned with this phenomenon

the leaders of the church of jesus

christ of latter day saints have always emphasized the importance of authentic self identity among church
members a group which currently numbers more than 1I111I million worldwide
time is the search for personal identity and dignity
1967 p 115

the greatest search of our

expressed former church president howard W hunter

speaking as a general authority at the time

necessity of incorporating effective role models into ones life

some have equated this pursuit with the

this search for personal identity is essentially

I

J brough 1995
a search for role models that become instructive in the conduct of our lifestyles said monte 1
p 4 of the presidency of the seventy
LDS church leaders continually encourage the adoption of positive role models kimball 1976

black 1997 hales 1991 ballard 1997

but they also caution against employing those in the limelight as

exemplars simply because they are famous

with only a few exceptions a young person cannot find adequate role models among those in
athletics entertainment or commercial music not only do these public figures fail to provide
positive examples but they are often the exact inverse of the type of role models that are acceptable

to most of us access to these contemporary icons is expensive and unproductive

we are almost

always disappointed when we come to witness the shallow and murky standards by which the public

heaps its praise no wonder the public areas of many cities and towns are crowded with young
people who are possessed with these same shallow and murky standards of personal behavior

brough 1995 p 4
president hunter 1990 also commented on the negative values that may be exemplified by many

I111I1

public figures

the

limelight of contemporary attention so often focuses on the one rather than the many

individuals are frequently elevated as heroes but sometimes that recognition is not deserved or may
even celebrate the wrong values

this presents us with the challenge to choose wisely our heroes and

examples while also giving thanks for those legions of friends and citizens who are not so famous

but who are no less serviceable

p 5

fame as negative

the extent to which LDS church leaders also continually focus on the negative effects of the media
in general porter 2001 ballard 1989 kimball 1976 benson 1980 peterson 1980 griffin and cline
1976 bytheway 1993 implies value conflicts among LDS members and mediated issues as well as the notion

that many poor role models who are valued by society are often those who are mediated therefore as these

church leaders seek to instill correct principles of morality doctrine and values along with self worth among
church membership they likewise seek to protect members

particularly the youth

against the deceptions

of fame which is often associated with heroes and role models for example beware of those whom the
world loves and showers with fame and fortune they are often unreliable guides in your quest for virtue
porter 1989 p 7

church leaders remind youth that happiness is not always found in fame but rather in self
confidence and the ability to make correct choices

remember my young friends fame and fortune do not

necessarily mean happiness it is far better to have confidence in yourself and to be comfortable in your own

skin

this depends upon your ability to choose what is right it is also important to be able to excel

field
fiew faust 2001
fieh
2001 p

in some

5

LDS church leaders emphasize conformity to gospel principles that stress wholesome character traits

rather than competition
warmth and faithfulness

A feeling of worth based on adherence to principles of the gospel

kindness

is often undermined by a culture that celebrates winning rather than participating

wealth rather than thrift fame rather than honor and status rather than service7 brown 1986 p

they remind members that lifes true riches lie in peace rather than
12

in fame or wealth

11

the

well being and the inner peace that
greatest treasure in this world is not fame or wealth but rather a sense of wellbeing

living the teachings of the gospel can give to us

ballard 1977 p

5

leaders urge the making and keeping of sacred gospel covenants rather than focusing ones heart
on worldly things like fame
anything

man
hun
fun
fan

no one can

flirtation fame or fortune

serve two masters see matt 624

more than the lord with whom you have made sacred covenants

to endure the adversary begins to triumph

priority

if satan can get you to love

nelson 1998 p

5

and above all church

leaders encourage the development of a christlike character as lifes main

mans chief concern

in life should not be the acquiring of gold or of fame or of material

possessions it should not be the development of physical prowess nor of intellectual strength but his aim

the highest in life should be the development of a christlike character

mckay 1967 p 32

finally president hunter reminds youth that most of the best people who have lived were never
famous and that serving others quietly without seeking the praise of men is true strength of character

if you feel that much of what you do does not make you very famous take heart most of the best
people who ever lived werent very famous either serve and grow faithfully and quietly be on
guard regarding the praise of men jesus said on the sermon on the mount

take heed that ye do

aims before men to be seen of them otherwise ye have no reward of your father which is
not your alms
ahns
in heaven

but when thou doest alms let not they left hand know what they right hand doeth
boeth that

thine alms may be in secret and they father which seeth in secret himself shall reward thee openly

matt 61

334
4

hunter 1990 p 4

farther characterized fame as a form of idol worship
church leaders have further

ashton 1988

largey 1998 kimball

1969

a deterrent to faith

carmack 1993

1982

a worldly influence

porter 1998 and something that can lead to eternal torment

a cross to bear

a severe trial

matthews

holland 1989

LDS church curriculum and supporting literature has also strongly warned against fame in a lesson

to the young women of the church titled obeying commandments helps Us fulfill our divine roles the
suggestion that making fame worldly recognition and unworthy role models your highest priority was
listed under a category of ways commandments are broken

13

young women manual 221993
1993 p

17

and

we may be tested and perhaps will not acquire the wealth and fame that the world advocates but we will be
rich in the more important areas of our lives

young women manual 111993
1993 p

143

wide sunday
Church
churchwide
churchwise

school manuals 1998 as well as supplementary materials such as A parents guide to teaching adolescents
2001 also caution members about the persuasive influence of fame

fame in the LDS church
these examples illustrate how fame can have negative influences on those who idealize it as a value
worthy of aspiration in and of itself or on those who when faced with fame do not manage it well however

the church itself with its hierarchal structure and unique media atmosphere is not insulated from the
dynamics or consequences of fame church leaders themselves often become mediated images via television

Church wide general
and radio broadcasts which are transmitted throughout the world as they speak at churchwide
churchwise
als or special conferences such as education week womens
conferences church college devotionals
devotion

conference special temple dedications and other public occasions they are often publicly acknowledged
in large settings among its members separated from less known members of the church as they are typically
situated on a stage in front or above a congregation additionally books magazine articles and newsworthy
pieces are written about these leaders as well as other prominent members of the church

talk tapes

video

cassettes photographic images music and films are marketed and merchandised through public bookstores

and traditional multimedia advertising venues to promote selected individuals and their teachings and
philosophies in
m short the subculture of the church itself may perpetuate intra religious conflicts through
its own mediated world and markets therein within which the famous rise and fall

though LDS church leaders emphasize for instance the importance of all callings 2 some seem to
receive more recognition and even respect among members than others

perhaps sending mixed messages

to the youth of the church various church presidents have spoken out against placing value judgements
judgements on

hinckley 1999
these assignments thus acknowledging the social dilemma recently president gordon B hinckley1
1

himself reminded young college students about the importance of all church callings

president hinckley along with all other LDS church presidents is considered by members of the LDS church to be
a prophet to the world as well as the president of the worldwide church
14

it really does not matter where you serve what office you fill there is no small or unimportant duty

authority3 a stake
in this church and in the kingdom of god one does not have to be a general authority3
4

5
organizations77 to
a bishop or a leader in the auxiliary organizations
member
council
president a
of the high

serve in an acceptable way before the

lord what matters is the spirit in which we serve and the

manner in which we apply our talents and our resources p

3

former president hunter 1990 also previously addressed the issue of notoriety in the church

not everyone

president88 or the teacher
presidents
is going to be the student body president or the relief society president

quorum9 not all are going to be like moroni10
of the elders quorum
moroni10 catching the acclaim all day every day

no

most will be quiet relatively unknown folks who come and go and do their work without

fanfare

to those of you who may find that lonely or frightening or just unspectacular

1I

say you are

no less serviceable than the most spectacular of your associates you too are part of gods army
P 4

fame as positive
with the general discouragement of fame by church leaders also comes positive references of fame
as well statements from former church president joseph smith 1836 used the phrase in a positive manner

and the fame of this house referring to the kirtland ohio temple shall spread to foreign lands and this
is the beginning of the blessing which shall be poured out upon the heads of my people

john taylor 1857 also used the phrase positively saying

people

sermon september

and in regards to the martyr of the churchs
churche first prophet taylor 1844 said

left a fame and a name that cannot be slain

joseph smith

he lived great and he died great in the eyes of god and his

p 281 indicating a positive interpretation

holland 1994 has spoken of

likewise

god expects zion to become the praise and glory

of the whole earth so that kings hearing of her fame will come and gaze upon her glory
20 1857

p 229

of fame current church general authority jeffrey

the famed temple square

regularly about the famed mormon tabernacle choir

p 16 and church news editors write

p 104

furthermore the scriptures themselves address the phenomenon of fame in regard to both ancient
and modem prophets as well as jesus himself

when the queen of sheba heard of the fame of solomon she

15

came to prove solomon with hard questions at jerusalem

and jesus

2

chr 9911

fame went throughout all syria and they brought unto him all sick people that were

taken with divers diseases and torments and those which were possessed with devils and those
which were lunatic and those that had the palsy and he healed them

and there followed him great

judaea and
multitudes of people from galilee and from decapolis and from jerusalem and from judana
from beyond jordan

matt424

25

fame as paradoxical
with both positive and negative aspects of fame referenced by church leaders the phenomenon of
fame itself could be viewed as paradoxical

appropriate and revered in some instances yet discouraged and

devalued in others considering this paradox encompassing the various messages about fame both in and out

of the church could LDS youth therefore experience some confusion about the value attached to fame with
the amount of discussion that occurs in the church about fame particularly regarding modem media among
youth it is surprising that a study about LDS youth and their attitudes about fame has not yet been conducted

while such a study is certainly warranted the young LDS audience provides a unique terrain on which to
study the phenomenon of fame from the standpoint of conflicting values furthermore though fame is an area
couched in the pervasiveness of ever growing media studies it still remains in its infancy as far as academic

attention harris 1998

fame and religiosity defined
thus this author will explore the various aspects of both religiosity and fame by focusing on their
relationship to each other for this authors purposes therefore religiosity which is generally defined as
being devoted to religious beliefs or observances

miriam websters 2000 will also encompass more

specifically in its definition ones knowledge cognition feelings affect and doing behaviors
1998 regarding religious activity doctrines and interpretations thereof

defined as public estimation or popular acclaim known widely and well

specifically encompass in its definition a threefold
three fold interpretation

1

likewise fame which is generally

websters 2000 will also more

ones desire for personal notoriety

recognition andor status 2 idolizing someone who is already famous and

16

cornwall

3

idealizing the concept of

fame as a valued ideal itself

research questions
with these parameters the key question that this author will explore is
LDS youth and
relationship between fame and the religiosity of
oflds
oflas
conflicts that arise therein

questions

rqn
rq3

conversations

this primary question

is the

how do they define and resolve value

will be examined through the inquiry of these subsequent

how do LDS youth talk about fame and

rqn
rq5 how do they define fame

rqn
rq2

rqiwhat
rqlwhat

rqn
rq6

and

rqn
rq4

how do they tie religiosity into those

whom do they consider to be famous

what are both the positive and negative uses of fame in their lives in other words
learning and perhaps emulating from those who are famous

finally

rqn
rq9

rqn
rq8

rqn
rq7

what are LDS youth

how do they see the role of fame

play out in the church

this audience based study will seek to fill the void of what media and religion scholars

such as stout

as missing from the public debate about media and religion which is any
and buddenbaum 1996 define asmissing

substantive information about what churchgoers themselves have to say about these issues of medias
influence on religious values

p 5

this study will also best be addressed

by incorporating the theory of

interpretive community an ideal approach in studying religious audiences particularly those involved in
resolving conflicts in social settings

this theory will be

review

17

addressed in detail at the end of the literature

review
literature revi
revl
because this is a study about LDS youth the author will begin with an overview of the LDS culture
and relevant studies on LDS youth however a number of more secular literatures have also addressed the
issues of fame and adolescence though few have taken into account the element of religiosity nonetheless

those relevant theories will be acknowledged as they contribute to the theoretical foundation state of mind

of this author and further justification of this study including the need for the theory of interpretive
community as a basis for this study hi
in an effort to maintain focus however the vast bodies of literature
relating to these subsequent theories will not be reviewed here

the author

will instead summarize the

relevant literature that incorporates the more pertinent theory of interpretive community as it relates to the
issues of fame and religiosity

finally the author will provide theoretical criticism of the interpretive

community theory
LDS culturestudies
Culture Studies on LDS youth

the young members of the church of jesus christ of latter
1li
.11 million individuals worldwide LDS church 2001
11
than 1ii
2001

12
18
1218

day saints comprise a group of more

the male segment ranges between the ages of

17 though they comprise approximately 10
and the female segment ranges between the ages of 12
1217

percent of the churchs
churche overall membership they remain largely underrepresented in the areas of fame and
religiosity research while church leaders spend an extensive amount of time and effort talking directly to

the youth organizing youth curriculum and programs specifically designed to enhance the spirituality and
moral standards of LDS youth including media guidelines audience based studies about LDS youth and
mediated fame are virtually nonexistent

most studies about LDS youth range from delinquency chadwick and top 1986 1999 pickett
1994 to social competence thomas and carver 1990 and a host of studies and books that highlight

authoritative teaching to LDS youth welch 1996 wright 1993

while local church leader and author

randall wright has occasionally touched upon the relationship between LDS youth and celebrity in his
related studies wright 1993 and brigham young university professor daniel stout has focused primarily
on adult LDS membership and media usage stout 1993

18

virtually no LDS study has significantly addressed

the aspect of fame specifically

its influence or lack thereof on the development encouragement or

discouragement of religious values nor do these studies discuss the depth of how youth discuss celebrity
among each other parents church leaders school teachers etc and most importantly how they think about

this void exists despite the fact that church

it themselves and subsequently act based on their beliefs

leaders

themselves have not only continually addressed the subject of media effects ballard 1989 hinckley 2000

but as indicated earlier have broached the specific subject of fame in relation to LDS youth themselves

iggi1 hinckley 1999 mckay 1967 monson 1989 packer 1989 woolsey 1995 faust 2001
199
hunter 1991
2001
nelson 1998 ballard 1977 brown 1986
wright however has briefly touched on the subject in his books why good people see bad movies
1993

chastity
and A case for chasm
chaam 1994

though intended for a general LDS audience rather than purely

scholarly research wright is one of the few authors who attempts to move somewhat beyond the mediated

message to an audience perspective

while wright does not base his research on any particular

communications or sociological theory it could be argued that he not only assumes a heavy media effects
theory in his theses but cultivation hypothesis social learning theory and social comparison theory as well

though he does not define these theories as a basis for his writings these books and studies explore the
spiritual benefits of not only avoiding television but eschewing all media for the reward of increased
spirituality and familial bliss wright 1993 specifically addresses the negative effects of fame on LDS youth

as he discusses celebrity within the context of
cofr
R rated movies media genre specifically discouraged by LDS
ofr

church authorities

he concludes that the more R rated movies youth watch the more they are influenced

by media celebrities

wright 1993 p 29

for example following is the number of R rated movies

wrights sample of LDS youth have seen in the past year and the percentage who would change places with
a media star if they could change places with anyone
LDS youth who would most like to change places
with media star by
bv number of R rated movies seen in 1992
nith
eith

R rated movies seen

change with media star

0055
6 15
615
16 25
1625
25

13

28
37
45

19

weight therefore heavily advocates the abandonment of not just all R rated movies but all media
wright
in general in exchange for more spirituality while wright has been quoted by various church leaders in the
past ballard 1989 LDS prophets have likewise discouraged the patronage or viewing of R rated movies
pornography and other violent or degrading forms of media hinckley 1999 hinckley 2000 scott 1998
deemed to be produced by satanic influences

petersen 1993 it should be noted that the current trend of

religious advice by president gordon B hinckley echoes his earlier admonishments for a more moderate
approach to media with a newfound call for media literacy

let there be good magazines about the house

those which are produced by the church and by others

which will stimulate their thoughts to ennobling concepts

that they may know what is going on in the world

let them read a good family newspaper

when there is a good show in town go to the

theater as a family your patronage will give encouragement to those who wish to produce this type

of entertainment and use the most remarkable of all tools of communication television to enrich

840

1975 pp
40
ap 338
38840

your lives

other communications scholars have likewise studied media and LDS youth with more of an
audience based approach

cormons
Mormons mass media and the
in stout scott and martins 1995 study titled mormons

interpretive audience the authors sought to determine LDS attitudes and practices about viewing R rated
movies while this research primarily studied LDS adults some participants were BYU students and thus

teenagers furthermore this study incorporated the theory of interpretive community the methodological
approach to be adopted by this author

of two LDS audience samplings video rental habits of BYU students and mormon
from me
the findings oftwo
womens views on television viewing studied in los angeles houston and salt lake city stout et al
identified polarized interpretive audiences that varied greatly in their talking about television and movies

als and
though not completely mutually exclusive the researchers defined the two groups as the traditionals
Tradition

the independents

als
Tradition
the traditionals

placed a strong emphasis on what is considered immoral content

in selecting movies and television programs and whose style of talking about the media reflected strong
institutional influence

the independents

described their media related experiences in individual goal

20

oriented terms and assessed their value more from a personal private point of view rather than an institutional
perspective

stout et al 1994 pp
ap 248254
248 254

the study details how each group differs in the way they view

television and film media how they talk about them in terms of moral values media usage and freedom to

choose what they view and how they incorporate such media into their lives in relation to their religious
beliefs

stouts

breaking studies exemplify the value of audience based research in media and
groundbreaking
ground

religiosity that go beyond the media message to the audience perspective

yet while they effectively shed light

on the adult LDS audience and provide an effective model of interpretive community they neglect the voice

for the younger LDS audience specifically which should also be heard

furthermore while wrights well intended studies address the LDS youth audience within the media

arena his research is admittedly biased and also lacks scholarly salience to be considered academically
legitimate

again underscoring
underscoring the need for further scholarly research in this area

thus a study about the

religiosity of LDS youth and fame would prove to be pioneering

theoretical foundation
As stated earlier other more secular studies have indirectly addressed the issues of fame and
amenn
adolescence these oft cited theories such as social comparison festinger 1954 self socialization ament
arnett
learning bandura 1964 and parasocial relationships baudrillard 1983 have provided much
1995 social leaming

academic enlightenment in terms of identity value and social development among adolescents and other
audiences as well as having contributed significantly to this authors motivation in approaching this study
nevertheless the literature regarding these theories will not be reviewed here As mentioned the author has

instead chosen to review in depth the more directly related literature linked to the more relevant theory of
interpretive community which probes deeper into the area of media and audience based research particularly

in the area of religiosity although this more current theory has been incorporated as the foundation of several
studies previously mentioned it has not yet been applied to the adolescent LDS audiences furthermore by

utilizing this particular theory this author hopes to uncover a clearer richer understanding of the value
conflicts that young mormon audiences face which will hope to broaden the understanding of media youth
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and religiosity in general

interpretive community theory
when it comes to studies about fame and fandom some would argue that the above theories and
others have not adequately addressed these phenomenons

in the past much of the literature has tended

to examine fan practices closely but has not successfully integrated existing or new theoretical models into
do
explanations of why fans do what they dot

harris 1998

A more appropriate theory therefore which will become the foundation of this study on LDS youth
and fame is that of interpretive community in recent years this theory has given more direction and scope
to audience based studies by analyzing the recipients of mass communications not only as individuals from
certain common backgrounds but also in ways in which individual members of an audience use discursive
modes of interpreting media content

jensen 1990 p 130

further explaining this theory in his book religion and mass media audiences and adaptations
1996 with judith buddenbaum daniel stout writes
semeiotics interpretive community and critical mass
recent work in the area of social semiotics

communication research has examined the issue of how audiences discursively make sense of texts
within environments of social practice some have termed this sublevel unit of analysis interpretive

community fish 1980 lindloff 1988 radway 1984

p 244

stout explains that interpretive community is used to address questions of how audiences define
boundaries as well as their values when dealing with variant interpretations of popular culture
value conflicts related to fame and LDS religiosity

lindloff coyle and grodin argue that recent research

often fails to account for divergently correct ways of categorizing the textual object

jensen more recently adds that

and the academic sectors

in this case

the purpose of much previous research

p 244
both in the commercial

has been to explain audience behavior in terms of demographic or social

psychological variables rather than to elicit audience assessment of and participation in social communication

processes

jensen 1999 p 129

Jen
concurring with jensens
hensens
sens edict about the lack of audience based research in media literature
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fingerson 1999 points out the need to thoroughly examine media meanings from the viewers points of
view

many assume that content determines the viewers meaning rather than examining qualitatively
what audiences are actually appropriating from media therefore to understand the effects of
television or other mediated issues such as fame we must first explore the meanings viewers
produce from television texts

p 390

furthermore caragee
carabee 1990 adds that the value of interpretive community theory is a viable means
to uncover the diversity that lies within audiences he posits that opposite to the deterministic models of mass
communication interpretive community theory has shed light on why an audience with very similar
backgrounds have diverse attitudes and behaviors concerning media use and attitudes p 86

interpretive community defined

thus

for the purposes

of this study interpretive community is defined as a group of people within

a common subculture who share a common world view about mediated fame and its related issues these
strategies include methods for defining and resolving value conflicts as well as interpreting media content

interpretive community studies

fandom

A significant tenant of the phenomenon of fame fandom has recently become an emerging area of
study among mass media and social science researchers though still in its dawn the surprisingly scanty
literature on fandom neglectsthe
neglects the authentic voices of fans themselves

pp 4455
harris 1998 ap

researchers

have thus opted for a view from a marketing merchandising public relations press or otherwise
institutionalized perspective harris explains

to media industries

fans have traditionally represented an important constituency to be measured

controlled co opted institutionalized and appropriated for their value as a ready market for products

and as a public relations tool

the press

on the other hand seems well invested in the idea of

fandom as highly stigmatized marked by danger abnormality and silliness

in which fans engage in secret lives without much purpose
is of a different kind

jensen 1992 p

1

the functionalist pitfall of academics

academic researchers fall prey to the tendency to focus on objectifying
23

exterior perspectives
p

11

which slight the insiders dimensions of

audiencehood7
hood
audiencehood
audience

ang 1991
199
1

in other words much of the discussion around fandom has essentially pathologized it without

leading us much closer to understanding this important phenomenon

p

5

contrary to this traditional research harris posits that fans who exist within an organized web of
interpretive communities define themselves and their roles very differently from any of these groups

p 5

1998

thus the more current trend in fandom study favors the theory of interpretive community particularly

for the opportunity it allows audience members their individual as well as collective voice in mass
communication issues henry jenkins

1998 study for example titled

banking
normal interest in men bonking

allows fans to speak for themselves as they examine slash literature jenkins 1998 in harris 1998 p 5

in nancy bayms
bayrns
baarns study

the talk of fandom the importance of social practices of soap opera fans

in a

computer mediated group the author describes fan discourse as highly interpretive and differentiated
going beyond previous typologies of viewing behavior

baym 1998 in harris 1998 p 6

Mac
Donalds study virtual fans analyzes interactions over computer networks via the
andrea macdonaldd
macdonalds

global internet system highlighting how this new interface has changed the workings of fandom and fan
expression harris points out that because computer mediated communication has profound implications
for future and cultural development ways in which individuals and social groups make use of this resource

in developing identities

harris 1998 p

7

not only deserves serious attention but underscores how

individual yet connected fan interpretation can be

in should also be noted that many authors of fandom research generally propose issues of social class
and power as dominant themes among audiences because by definition all organizations possess some form

of hegemony it could be argued that these potentially hegemonic factors may indeed be consistent with some
LDS youth is that they operate within a
of the basic elements of this study one common denominator of
oflds
oflas

dominant hierarchal church structure which in large part prescribes what the values of its membership
should be but because of its structural and mediated nature as well as the value conflicts between fame and
religiosity in terms of social class and power hegemonic characteristics may exist among this young LDS

audience as well
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religiose
religiosity
Reli
interpretive community studies religiosi
rell
reilgiosi
religious socialization has a direct positive influence on personal community relationships

says

LDS researcher marie cornwall 1987 explaining the vitality of interpretive community theory in audience

based studies particularly involving religiosity

personal community relationships influence religious belief

and commitment and both personal community relationships and religious belief and commitment influence
46
conformity to the norms and expectations for the religious group appp 45
4546

concurring with cornwall stout has conducted several studies about media issues and religiosity
among LDS audiences incorporating the theory of interpretive community

his

1993 study with BYU

professor joann myer valenti explored the media behaviors of women in a conservative subculture whose
religious institution articulates rules and guidelines for media use LDS women from

los angeles houston

and salt lake city were selected as the sample group stout and valentis findings reported a significant
diversity among the group regarding television viewing habits specifically the value of TV in general for
the respondents as well as their children the reasons they watch TV how often they tune in their guilt or lack
thereof when watching certain television shows or television at all newspaper and magazine reading and

radio listening habits these differences of habit and opinion existed despite a very similar demographic
profile

the authors emphasized these findings suggest that conservative

ground for mass communication audience researchers

cultures may provide fertile

members of organized conservative groups

demonstrate a diversity of responses as they confront institutionalized definitions of the role of media from

stout and valenti 1993 p 193

a conflict perspective

stouts related study on the television viewing habits and perspectives of LDS women incorporated
the theory of interpretive community as well as a foundation in his 1993 research his findings revealed three
primary communities within the broader LDS community again indicating diversity within a larger group
7

1

als
traditionals
Tradition

television viewing

young affluent and highly religious women who stress selectivity in their
2

contextuals

women who are highly religious but unlike traditionals
als
Tradition

watch a wide variety of entertainment programs and experience guilty feelings in doing so and 3

independents

women who are older less affluent less religious and view a wider variety of
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programs than the other women sampled

stout 1994 p ii

these findings again underscore the idea that many audiences can be found within what appears to
be a more homogenous group

such as LDS women who are taught similar doctrine and receive similar

directives from church leaders regarding the media packer 1974 ballard 1989 petersen 1993 1974
maxwell 1993

this

study is insightful in that it reveals the various ways LDS women interpret these

directives as well as the doctrines of the church as they carry on their day to day lives incorporating media

therein

the concept of interpretive community

suggests that audiences do not uniformly conceptualize the

role of television in their lives but discursively make sense of their viewing within their everyday networks
or social interaction

stout 1994 p 63

cormons living
this same author subsequently conducted a more recent study about mormons

in

las vegas

cormons living in a media saturated city that openly displays
the 1999 study sought to reveal how las vegas mormons
mediated images and messages contrary to the teachings of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
defined and resolved conflicts of world views between religious and secular cultures

this study of media and

religiosity incorporated both secularization theory as well as interpretive community theory as its foundation

cormons themselves talk about las vegas entertainment in their own words
examining how mormons
p 5

stout 1999

stout defines members odthe
me LDS church as part of an interpretive community which shares a code
ofthe
of

of understanding about certain types of media texts in this case las vegas entertainment stout 1999 p
6

lindlof

1988 just as others describe the norms and behaviors

film field
fieldofdreams
ofdreams
ofDreams aden

rahoi & beck

1995

of an interpretive community of fans of the

and journalists as an interpretive community

zelizer

1993

interpretive community is a well developed concept in media studies

but is only beginning to be applied to religious audiences

adds stout

lindlof 1988 radway 1984
while interpretive communities

usually revolved around reactions to particular media texts they may also focus on efforts to resist or read
against media considered threatening to religious values see lepter & lindlof 2000

stout 2000 p 6

non
through focus groups and nonparticipant
participant observations stout 2000 uncovered five dominant
themes or secularization defense strategies

1

mythical geographical separation
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2 mythical standards

of

acceptablenonacceptable behavior 3 family entertainment umbrella 4 faith building environment and

the author noted that these categories were

5 elitism

not mutually exclusive and do not represent all of

cormons negotiate the boundaries between religious community and secular culture in
the ways mormons

they are

las vegas

however more specific ways of describing the specific nature of moral conflict and identifying

starting points for future research

stout 2000 p 9

similar to interpretive community theory personal community theory was selected as the research
foundation for marie cornwalls
Corn
cornwallis
Com walis
comwalls
wails
walls study

empirical test 1989

religious behavior
the determinants of ofreligious

the author found in her research that personal

A

theoretical model and

communities indirectly influence

religious behavior by helping individuals maintain a religious world view and commitment to the norms and
expectations of the religious group

influence religious behavior

her study examined five categories of factors which have been found to

group involvement

belief orthodoxy religious commitment

religious

socialization and sociodemographic characteristics and she thus suggested alternative ways of measuring

the various factors and presented a theoretical model

rather than using standard measures of group

involvement measures of
in group marginal and out group personal community relationships were used
ofin

the model

was tested using data collected from latter day saints living in the united states each of the

various factors was found to influence religious behavior religious commitment had the strongest direct
effect with belief personal community relationships and religious socialization variables having an indirect

influencing effect

within this study cornwall emphasized the relevance of personal communities
communities

in this case moral

wurkheim
as a reinforcer of religious thought As stated by Dur
kheim 1915
durkheim

the only source of life at which we can morally reanimate ourselves is that formed by the society of
our fellow beings the only moral forces with which we can sustain and increase our own are those

which we get from others p 473

in terms of this effect of social interaction on ones religiosity cornwall adds

there

is growing evidence that religious belief and commitment are highly dependent upon the

extent to which an individual is integrated into a religious community
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Dur
wurkheim
kheim stressed the
durkheim

importance of collective sentiments and the collective ideas which could not be achieved except
by the means of reunions assemblies and meetings where the individuals being closely united to one

Dur kheim 1915 p 475
wurkheim
another reaffirm in common their common sentiments durkheim

thus these

personal communities shape personal beliefs level of commitment and also have some effect on
behavior but while group sanctions influence behavioral conformity the effective operation of
sanctions may be dependent upon the extent to which the individual believes in and is committed to

the group p 574
icis
criticism
theoretical
eoretical
criticis
critics
lh eoretical Crit

while this interpretive community research in both fandom and religiosity lays a solid theoretical
foundation as well as sound justification for this study on LDS youth and fame it should be noted that this
theory has received some criticism interpretive community by nature accentuates a weakness that is inherent

in typologies in general in terms of attempting to categorize groups of people who are ultimately unique
individuals with varied differences

however according to the definition of interpretive community lindlof 1988
distinct as they are

individuals

can and do share strategies of interpretation regarding the media that does not detract

from their individuality thus the interpretive community theory can be an effective tool for helping to
understand and explain the views and related issues among media audiences particularly in a common
subculture

additionally like other forms of qualitative research theory interpretive community theory has been
occasionally challenged for its interpretivism

some have argued that its distinctiveness from other earlier

work in the anthropology field is sometimes vague

the recent turn toward interpretive
traditional

media effects

study is often thought to represent a fundamental challenge to

however

research

ism in terms of underlying philosophical
gratificationism
gratification

a comparison of interpretivism with

premises and technique of discovery reveals

continuity rather than rupture between the two approaches evans 1990 p 147

this continuity of interpretivism

will indeed aid this researcher in determining the significance
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of her study by allowing dominant themes to emerge naturally among participants since influence of any
media factor is difficult to recognize let alone communicate by the audience being studied the interpretive
community theory will not only be the most appropriate theory for revealing truth among participants in this

study but ideal in reaffirming core themes attitudes and beliefs throughout the research

it is highly

valuable because it allows the researcher to study fame and religiosity in a values conflict situation through
treads and
non participant observation triads
nonparticipant

in depth interviews

which will be further outlined in the

methodology section the researcher will be able to uncover these themes that occur in conversations among
participants as they discuss their notions of fame and religiosity with various others it is projected that the

researcher will be able to identify common attitudes beliefs values and therefore the relationship between
fame and religiosity of the young LDS participants

this information

will not only be useful to the LDS

population at large but to any academic researcher studying mass media and youth

who face institutional values that conflict with societal expectations
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particularly those groups

Methodology
methodologydata
methodqlozydata
flection
Data Co
collection

in order to gain insight into the ways LDS youth define and resolve value conflicts between mediated
fame and religiosity an ethnographic approach based on the previously described theory of interpretive
community was incorporated to uncover rich qualitative data employing a naturalistic approach qualitative

methods are particularly vital to this study because as lincoln and guba 1985 explain

they are more adaptable to dealing with multiple

aggregata ble realities because such
and less aggregatable

methods expose more directly the nature of the transaction between investigator and respondent or
object and hence make easier an assessment

of the extent to which the phenomenon is described in

terms of is biased by the investigators own posture and because qualitative methods are more
sensitive to and adaptable to the many mutually shaping influences and value patterns that may be

encountered

thus

p 40

in this section the author will summarize the various qualitative methods used by first

explaining the selection of subjects for her research and how they were qualified for participation she will

then detail her approach to data collection which included one on one in depth interviews treads
triads and non-

participant observation finally she will address coding procedures reliability and trustworthiness issues
as well as the limitations of this study

purposive sampling

with the permission of university authorities purposive sampling as well as snowball sampling
procedures lincoln and guba
cuba 1985 were conducted

the criteria for this sample

included college freshmen

18 and 19 year olds who are LDS these individuals have most recently completed
and sophomores 17
1718

up to six years in the churche
churchs youth program and therefore most likely embody some if not most of the
general religious principles taught therein

the researcher made concerted

efforts to obtain a diverse cross

section of individuals from various geographic areas of the country as well as a variety of ethnic backgrounds

and economic strata both males and females were selected for participation

the sample consisted of 12 LDS youth who currently attend college at brigham young university
or utah valley state college

both institutions located in utah county in the state of utah
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this group

included six males and six females ten of whom were freshmen and two of whom were sophomores two
ofthese
these individuals were 17 years old seven were 18 years old and three were 19 years old
of

of this sample

ten were caucasian one was asian american and one was african american while all of the participants
currently resided in utah at the time of data collection six were originally from california three were from

utah two were from florida and one was from pennsylvania all individuals were raised with LDS beliefs
except for one individual who had converted to the LDS church approximately 10 months prior to data
collection based on frequency and variety of use media usage among these participants would generally be

classified as moderately heavy

see appendix A

2participant
information on
participant profiles for more specific inforination

each participant

treads
triads
As milke 1994 posits television and media content are often talked about and interpreted within
groups

triads were conducted to observe how young LDS people talk to each other
p 354 therefore four treads

about the phenomenon of fame how it influences religiosity and how they define and resolve value conflicts

therein these triads
treads were designed around student households in order to create a comfortable environment
for the participants to share their feelings amongst their peers

the smaller numbered group

3 proved

to

be beneficial to the comfort level and openness of the individuals in expressing their personal experiences and
candid perspectives as opposed to a larger numbered focus group which might have decreased the amount of

time for individual expression each triad was held in the naturalistic setting of the given participants
homes again in an ambience where they might feel the most comfortable

this environment also provided

non
the researcher the opportunity to conduct nonparticipant
paraph analia
participant observations in terms of existing fan paraphanalia
please see non
participant observation section for more detailed information
nonparticipant

moderated by the researcher

90 minutes long and each included three individuals who fit the
treads ran approximately 60
herself these triads
6090

criteria of the purposive sample

all discussions were audio taped including the researchers personal notes

regarding her observations of group dynamics participation levels opinion leaders and nonverbal
treads
interactions that occurred additionally the researcher kept field notes and a daily journal of these triads

recording any interesting or surprising revelations as they occurred points of discussion for future treads
triads or
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interviews as well as her ongoing thoughts about the overall research itself
treads addressed the various issues of fame and religiosity in terms of their dialogue among
these triads

each other about fame in general famous people specifically and their own aspirations of grandeur or lack

thereof who they deemed to be famous and who in their estimation should not be granted that label how

if at all religiosity played into the mix in terms of role model identification value definition andor conflicts
or rationale for either embracing fame or avoiding it as an ideal how knowing that someone is famous
influences how each individual conducts their everyday life and finally any issues associated with fame when

discussed within the context of the LDS church

please see appendix B

triad discussion topics and

questions for sample questions and discussion topics

in depth interviews
stemming from the triad discussions 12 in depth interviews were conducted one on one with each
youth by the same researcher

the

researcher sought to probe even deeper into how each individual

participant felt about fame and how it affected their values goals beliefs and behaviors

these semi-

20 30 minutes long depending on the amount and quality of
structured interviews were approximately 2030
information that the participant was willing to reveal though the interviews were semi
structured and thus
semistructured
somewhat focused

ie

guba
Lincol ns
cuba and lincolns

a conversation with a purpose
1981

dexter 1970

they also proceeded in the spirit of

unstructured or elite interview which is concerned with the unique the

guba and lincoln

idiosyncratic and the wholly individual viewpoint

1981 pp
156
155156
ap 155

thus the

interview questions included inquiry about the participants life aspirations to see if there was any influence

of fame on their goals as well as information about their personal role models questions related to the
par asocial
theories of social comparison theory social learning theory self socialization theory and parasocial
relationships questions to uncover respondents attitudes definitions and perspectives about fame in general

both in and out of the church more personalized value related questions involving fame and religiosity
paraph analia and general media and demographic
detailed discussion about each individuals fan paraphanalia
information

please see appendix C

interview schedule for sample interview questions

dally journals accompanied these interviews which recorded significant revelations
daily
field notes and dailyjournals
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attitudes and beliefs of the participants as well as nonverbal communication and interpersonal interactions

among the participants and the interviewer as well as the reactions of the researcher about these dynamics
and journals were also valuable to the researcher in terms of logging personal impressions and
these notes andjournals
biases emotional and attitudinal dispositions individual motives and speculation and extemporaneous
theorizing

lendorf 1988 p 452
Wa
walendorf
welk sherry jr lalendorf

these one on one interviews were also audio

taped for subsequent transcription and coding procedures

non
analla
anaila
Paraph analia
paraphanalia
participant observations fan paraldhanalia
nonparticipant
observations will also be conducted throughout this study As guba and
non
nonparticipant
limited participant

lincoln

1981 explain

observation

maximizes the inquirers ability to grasp motives beliefs concerns interests

unconscious behaviors customs and the like observation

allows the inquirer to see the world

as his subjects see it
it to live in their time frames to capture the phenomenon in and on its own terms

and to grasp the culture in its own natural ongoing environment observation

provides the

inquirer with access to the emotional reactions of the group introspectively

that is in a real sense

it permits the observer to use himself as a data source and observation

allows the observer to

build on tacit knowledge both his own and that of members of the group

p 193

though the nonparticipant
non
participant observations were limited in scope to general living environment and
roommate relationships they were somewhat more detailed in terms of studying the existing

fan

paraphanalia7in
anaila
analia in the participants homes in terms of
offandom harris 1998 explains that a vital method of
paraphanalia
paraph
fandom

any study involving forms of fandom must include observance of environment as well as acquisition of fan

paraph analia in addition to fan writings
paraphanalia
of
practices offandom
fandom

eg

newsletters fanzines songs etc

being central to the

harris explains

flan culture also has other means of appropriation an active acquisitive material culture in which
fan
the collection of objects central to
the practice of
tome
offandom serves both as an admission to fandom and
fandom
as a form of ritualized maintenance

paraph analia therefore must be carefully
fan acquisition of paraphanalia

considered in developing overall theories of fandom p 6
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thus

with the permission of each participant the researcher conducted close observations of

participants dorm rooms or apartments insofar as they were willing to reveal them noting any evidence of
fan paraphanalia such as posters clothing stickers souvenirs merchandise and other reflections of fandom
behavior in material forms media genres such as CDs videos books magazines and internet sites were also

noted when applicable

this evidence was not limited to their dorm rooms exclusively

however it was at

worn notebooks they may have carried
times uncovered outside of their homes such as hats they may have wom
or bumper stickers on cars they may have driven for example with the consent of the participants still
photos were taken of this evidence with the identity of the participant being protected as much as possible

field notes and daily journals were also maintained throughout this method of data collection
Transcription Coding
transcriptioncoding
transcriptioncodin
Codin
treads were transcribed word
all in depth interviews and triads

for word and then coded into clusters of

common themes behaviors values including conflicts perspectives and definitions that emerged

this

process incorporated what glaser and strauss 1967 term as constant comparative method7 which suggests

that while coding an incident for a category compare it with the previous incidents in the same and different
19811
category p 106 concurring with glaser and strauss goetz and lecompte 198
group coded in the same categoryp

assert

ethnographers who infer cultural and behavioral patterns as viewed from the perspective of the
group under investigation must use strategies to elicit and analyze subjective data

the goal is

to reconstruct the categories used by subjects to conceptualize their own experiences and world view

this strategy combines inductive category coding with a simultaneous comparison of all social
incidents observed As social phenomena are recorded and classified they also are compared across

categories ap
pp 54 58

glaser and strauss manther
marther
farther assert that these categories must emerge naturally and that researchers
must be open to what the data tells them

1

once these categories therefore materialized they were then

subsequently grouped and a coding scheme was developed from these clusters

not only helped highlight the various communities
34

this categorization process

of thought and behavior within the interpretive

community theory but it also incorporated glaser and strauss explanation of grounded theory 1967 which
allows a given theory to unfold naturally from the data glaser and strauss summarize the four stages of this

process as follows
1

comparing incidents applicable to each category

3 delimiting

2 integrating categories and their properties

the theory and 4 writing the theory although this method of generating theory is

a continuously growing process

each stage after a time is transformed into the next

earlier stages

do remain in operation simultaneously throughout the analysis and each provides continuous
development to its successive stage until the analysis is terminated p 105

Member checks
external Auditors
auditorsmember

once the researcher initially grouped this data she employed external auditing by soliciting the
review of several qualified academics who examined the clustered data as well as labels and content of each

community

these individuals consisted of selected faculty members and graduate students from other

schools and departments at BYU as well as at other universities

the researcher presented to them categories

of data clustered into the various themes and requested the analysis of the external auditors she subsequently
made adjustments based on their feedback

furthermore the researcher conducted member checks by selected informants who verified the
consistency of the participants statements behaviors values perspectives and definitions with their
respective categories

this procedure aided the researcher with reliability and trustworthiness issues as well

further
as marther
farther clarifying her understanding and interpretation of participants conversations behaviors and
interactions thereafter coding adjustments were made by the researcher in response to these member
checks

study limitations

this study about LDS youth is not only limited in terms of age but it may also be limited in terms
of educational economical and moral diversity though a fortunate academic cross section did exist among
this particular sample

eg

one participant currently attended UVSC three were recent transfer students from

utah state university BYU hawaii and ricks college and two of the participants were early high school
35

graduates who began their BYU studies early
weighted the sample in some ways

the fact that most currently attended BYU might have

3.7
for instance since the average BYU freshman enters with a 37
37 grade

point average and an ACT score of 27 this research may have tended to focus on those BYU students who
most likely represent a more educated segment of the churche
churchs youth thus ignoring those young members

ismore

with a lower academic performance record Th
chismore
this more educated 7 portion may also represent a more affluent
thismore

church membership who can afford to attend a private university furthermore since it is required of all
BYU students to sign the universitys honor code

agreeing to abide by high moral and behavioral

LDS members their bishop
standards as well as submit a signed endorsement by ones clergy in the case of
oflds
oflas
LDS as well as adherence to high moral and ethical standards it is
verifying active church membership ields
if
iflds

assumed that most students are at least moderately active LDS members
youth non members were automatically excluded from the study

since this is a study about LDS

and after much discussion with the

participants in this study the researcher would consider all individuals to be very active religiously based
on their statements about their beliefs both doctrinally philosophically and their talk of frequent church

attendance as well as active involvement in church callings and other ward activities thus this selected
sample may have barred an equally significant segment of young people who may be wavering religiously

and who because of their struggles may be even more affected by the value conflicts in question between
fame and religiosity

it would therefore be interesting to later expand this study in order to observe a broader segment

of LDS youth who may not be attending a church school who may be somewhat less educated who may
come from a lower income family andor environment or who may be less active in the church

recommendations for further research in conclusions chapter for more detailed suggestions
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see

results
despite popular views that youth are being overcome by fame and media this study revealed an
active audience among these LDS youth that not only reads against the media but recognizes and
acknowledges the media manipulation that can be found in fame

the research also showed that these youth

talk about fame in a way that reveals a significant variation of views as well as a deep complexity regarding

the phenomenon thus the data revealed a single interpretive community of LDS youth with a diversity of

talk about fame within it this variance emerged through revealed themes about the paradoxical nature of
fame religiously founded ideals about fame fan paraphanalia definitions of fame and specific styles of talk

in fact the data demonstrate a strong tendency toward gendered views about fame and

about fame

manther
further
farther research is needed to
particulary within the value conflicts and resolutions however marther
religiosity particulars

determine its conclusiveness nonetheless all participants exhibited a constant flow of analysis during group

and individual discussions further identifying an active audience approach to this mediated issue

this group

of LDS teenagers provided data that revealed a number of key findings about fame within varied modes of
analysis each of which will be discussed at length in this section

in terms of the central research question RQI about fame and the religiosity of LDS youth and

rqn
rq2

how they define and resolve value conflicts that arise therein the overall relationship between fame

and the religiosity of the young LDS participants in this study was found to be paradoxical
complimentary and conflicting depending on the context
responses to the subsequent research questions

they tie religiosity into those conversations
be famous

rqn
rq7

rqn
rq3

hurther
farther explained in
was further

about how LDS youth talk about fame and

RQS how they define fame and

the positive and negative uses of fame in their lives

and perhaps emulating from those who are famous as well as
in the church

this relationship

rqn
rq9

rqn
rq8

both

rqn
rq6

rqn
rq4

how

whom they consider to

what LDS youth are learning

how they see the role of fame play out

please refer to appendix B for specific triad questions and discussion topics and appendix

C for one on one interview schedule

thus

in order to effectively explain these detailed findings the author will first define fame as seen

through the eyes of these LDS youth as it relates both secularly and religiously these definitions will be
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arranged into dominant themes of categorized data though not entirely mutually exclusive to describe the
interpretive community

for instance one theme that emerged was the paradoxical nature of fame and the

media while fame was seen as a negative force that corrupts people

it was also seen as an opportunity

to do good in the world likewise celebrities were viewed as both happy because of their abundant
riches

glamourous
ous lifestyles
glamour

and that they always seem happy in the media

of related consequences like divorce and failed relationships

lack of privacy

them only because they are famous not for who they really are

emerged regarding the church
considered to be famous

and unhappy because

and people wanting to know

additionally varying definitions of fame

for example president hinckley and other general authorities were

but not worldly hamous
famous like other celebrities

their fame which was considered

not to have been sought out was seen as merely a consequence of their well doing throughout the world

the

media which were also viewed both positively and negatively were defined as the
he outlet for fame and thus

an integral aspect of this phenomenon finally the nature of fame was considered to be relative in terms of
geographic impact local fame versus global fame duration of influence fleeting fame versus enduring
fame and the tenuous social network of those deemed famous those who are famous to some are unknown

to others

next the author will highlight the respondents ideals about fame what they believe fame should
or shouldnt be

arranged into dominant themes of categorized data that revealed topics of religiosity as

their foundations and rationales compelling themes include standards such as the famous should be
recognized for both achievement as well as possessing a noble character

not merely for being exposed in

other words people shouldnt be dubbed famous for doing things like reality TV that are not a big deal

the famous have an added responsibility to do good in the world in terms of
or doing sincere charity work

speaking out on their beliefs

the famous should possess vast amounts of humility and avoid being overly

self serving in terms of too much self promotion

the title of

role model should be earned through both

achievement and a good character someone who kids can strive to be like

and finally true christlike

individuals would not want to aspire to fame because they would instead prefer a life of humility and
helping others grow
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the

author will then detail the value conflicts experienced by these individuals which provide

foundational concepts for determining potential sub interpretive communities regarding fame and religiosity

these conflicts displayed striking gender exclusivity both in definition and in resolution but as stated require
sub level
further research in order to determine whether or not gender is the primary defining factor in these sublevel
interpretive communities

for instance some value conflicts that were predominantly shared by the female

participants include body image issues and eating disorders

media pressure to look perfect and be thin as

well as a social connection of this conflict with the LDS belief and practice of marriage fame and hollywood

not being conducive to LDS lifestyle and idol worship and celebrity emulation
view

the value conflicts that were predominantly

a guilty pleasures female

shared by the males include visual media temptations and

wasting time on unimportant things as well as an alternate view of idol worship and celebrity emulation

pure entertainment male perspective

a

while both males and females exhibited a tendency toward idol

worship and celebrity emulation they interpreted it differently in that the females connected various levels

of guilt with their mediated interaction with celebrities and the males saw their interaction merely as
entertainment with no evidence of guilt association

finally the author will conclude this section by analyzing the contradictions that arose among
participants throughout the study such as avoiding admittance of
offandom or any direct personal media effect
fandom

most effects were initially stated in third person effect and were later expressed through more personal
behavior inconsistencies such as criticizing celebrities for things like
experiences and demonstrating value
valuebehavior
immodest dress for instance and then dressing similarly themselves

the author will then take a final look

at fame and fandom personalized in the lives of the participants which includes a comparison of fan
analia versus religious artifacts displayed in their homes and how religious symbols significantly
paraphanalia
paraph
overshadowed fan symbols and thoughts about their own potential fame which were varied in nature but
significantly tempered from their initial absolutist perspectives
page
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please refer to table 1I on the following

table

I1

overview of interpretive community
LDS youth

distant yet active audience

characteristics
distant hesitant to admit fandom or

shared dominant themes
fame defined
fame ideals
contradictions about fame
Paraphanalia vs religious symbols
fan paraphanalia

personal media influence
active media audience
reads primarily against the media
tendency toward third person effect

gendered views about pame
medla
fame and media

females

characteristics
personalize fame mediated images
social connection to value conflicts
ofmedia
guilt
feelings ormedia
of media related gulit
gult
preoccupied with appearance
incorporate individualized religiosity
strategies to resolve value conflict
friends is preferred TV sitcov
sitcom

males
maies

value conflicts
fame hollywood inhibits dreams
seen as not conductive to LDS living
body image issues and eating
preassure
presssure
sure to look
disorders media Press
perfect and be thin
pressure to be prefect perpetuated
by the media
idol worship and celebrity emulation
appearance guilty pleasures

characteristics
bix
fix
from internal dissonance
emotionally detached hix
able to shelve media issues and conflicts

value conflicts
visual media temptations wasting time

absence of media related guilt

on unimportant things
idol worship and celebrity emulation

preoccupied with actionadventure
action adventure

action

incorporate institutional religiosity strategies

to resolve value conflicts
simpsons
sitcom
simpsins
sons is preferred TV sitcov
the Simp

pure entertainment

interpretive community
LDS
LPS youth A distant yet active audience
As a fundamentally united interpretive community regarding the initial forthcoming issues these
LDS participants were generally very assertive and thorough in expressing their opinions experiences and

perspectives about mediated fame and its related issues thus they displayed characteristics of an active

audience that is not afraid to read against the media

they are termed distant because as explained

previously there was a hesitance among them to admit any fandom behavior or direct personal influence from

the media opting for explanations in third person effect and later evolving into more personal examples and
connections

this initial distant

behavior causes one to ask whether there is an underlying negative

perception of fandom in general

FAME WHAT IT IS
speaking to the research questions about

rqn
rq5

how LDS youth define fame and

rqn
rq3

how they

talk about fame this section will detail the paradoxical nature of fame as described by the participants
foundation from which to uncover subsequent audience meanings ideals and value conflicts

a vital

this section

begins to reveal how fame is both shunned and embraced simultaneously for instance while participants

have clearly detailed definitions of fame that are both positive and negative they are slow to admit being
enticed by it or by the media again indicating a significant third person effect while they detail the
corrupting influence of fame

they are also somewhat intrigued by it admiring the lavish lifestyle elitism
elit ism

perks and power that seem to come with celebrity territory and while there was a wide range of people whom
they consider famous they were both critical and in awe of those celebrities

some whom they have actually

met and others whom they only know through the media again this pattern underscores the theme that fame
is paradoxical in nature

the participants initially viewed this mediated phenomenon as primarily negative describing
overrated

disturbing

and a big hype

for instance

it as

they also pointed out that fame corrupts people

in various ways analyzing it within a religious context which includes references to

the book of mormon

an ancient record which is accepted as scripture within me
m4 compares
the LDS church in the following triad ma
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the corruption of todays fame with the corruption that took place among ancient civilizations documented
in the book of mormon

the reference

below refers to a common theme of pride throughout the book that

is often linked to riches and prospering in the land

this exemplifies how these LDS youth commonly

used religious framework to analyze fame

mil
mii
MI
1

its like you dont want like

really good people to be famous because it kind of corrupts

them too
m12

ies going to go to your
its
its just like anything else it is like when you have a lot of money les
head eventually you know
Nep hites in
you see the nephites
humble right

its like their pride cycle in the book of mormon its like

the book of mormon

of alma theyll be all
like in the book onn

and then because of that they will prosper in the land and then the lord

will bless them and they will get more possessions and then um as soon as they start
getting rich again they get prideful and they as soon as they get prideful then they start
getting famine or something and then they get humbled again

and then it is like a cycle

it just happens again and again and its like that and uh in modern day life too you
know 1I mean you get more money you get more power you get more anything it is just

like you get caught up in it like you let it consume you instead of controlling you you
know like if people could control it then there is not a problem with it you know
however with further discussion positive views of fame

as well as the media

eventually surfaced

being described generally as an opportunity for those in the public eye to use their influence for good in the
world

for example

fl

property it can be good
if you used fame properly

my mom is a regional representative of the

church for public relations and the media has a lot of positive things about it
like audrey hepburn for example she served children and made her cause known
you have the opportunity to be famous

does wonderful things

and

if

since we know in the world like stephen R covey

use it the right way

fame therefore was ultimately viewed as both positive and negative the hinging factors lying in
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how famous individuals chose to use their fame as well as the quality of their true characters in the spirit

of the uses and gratifications theory katz 1959 katz et al 1974 these respondents saw fame as a tool
or an opportunity with potential for a variety of functions to accomplish either good or bad in the world

again this exemplifies how these youth simultaneously accept and reject fame

f8
fa

fame is positive and negative OK well

I think
1

its how you use your fame

leaders

and people like the dalai lama or stuff like that use their fame positively and then

theres people who display their fame negatively like actors or actresses that do drugs or
sleep around and stuff like that

respondents viewed fame as somewhat tenuous describing it as fleeting
for those who are famous they likewise equated it with wealth

relative

popularity and high levels of mediated

exposure such as well known people who are always on TV or on magazine covers

fame with glamour

fanfare

excitement

this

power and influence

trial
and a triai
rial

they associated

along with a privileged lifestyle that included

and hoopla

lifestyle translated into things like expensive cars limousines luxurious

estates in exclusive areas extravagant parties and elite formal events and various types of assistants on hand

to attend to hair makeup and clothing needs it was interesting to note that these individuals were again both
enamored and critical of these elements of fame while they generally viewed these specific elements as
desirable they were likewise critical of them labeling them as worldly and selfish desires as seen in the

following triad exchange

f9
fa

you know youve got the britney spears people or whatever theyre always going in their
limos and theyre always going to huge formal things and whenever you look at
magazines you always look through them and see everyone dressed up in their huge ball
gowns and people doing their hair and makeup

things

id love for somebody to do my hair all the time

worry about

f8
fa

and 1I love that thats one of my favorite

oh

I1

cant afford this or

1

I

you know

and not have to

cant afford that

well 1I think the reality of it all is you have to look at what makes money and what people
want

and people whats famous is what people know whats popular
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rqn
rq6

in regard to the research question that explores

who LDS youth consider to be famous a

variety of people were considered actors particularly movie stars

musicians and professional athletes

were at the top of the list names such as marilyn monroe audrey hepburn princess diana and elvis

epitomized classic fame in their minds

other actors such as julia roberts gwyneth paltrow jennifer

anniston robert deniro tom cruise and jackie chan were also mentioned in this context pop music stars
such as britney spears christina aguilera and madonna were discussed as being famous as were highly paid

athletes such as roger clemens and sammy sousa philanthopers and religious leaders such as mother

teresa the dalai lama and LDS church president gordon B hinckley were also considered famous by these
respondents along with various other LDS celebrities
there was great discussion about who they felt deserved to be famous further detailed in the
while mere
7

FAME IDEALS section it was equally interesting to observe who did not make the list

the data showed

that those who were the most mediated individuals in popular culture were most often considered as the most
famous in their minds while novelists artists politicians and other highly accomplished
recognized individuals

were rarely mentioned if at all in some discussions

and even

this indicates that while they

vali
criticize the media in many cases they simultaneously accept them as a validatory
validator
dator of fame which defines
celebrities while some participants described their actual encounters with famous individuals others shared

how they felt when they wanted to meet someone famous such as the participant below

f8
fa

1I

think

its wanting

to shake someones hand to be like oh 1I shook his hand having

to be excited about shaking someones hand that means that they were like famous to
me 1I dont know could you see that
famous

youre like

1

I shook the

prophets hand

hes

id be really excited about shaking the prophets hand

another fascinating revelation that was constantly reiterated during discussions was the belief that
famous people want to be famous and that they seek it out

the participants described these individuals as

wanting attention or recognition on a mass level or self promotion

the only individuals

who they

considered as having fallen into fame as merely a coincidental or undesired bi product of their work or
position were people such as mother teresa gordon hinckley and the LDS church general authorities
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this revelation is perhaps an indication that the term fame in general may be defined in more selfish terms
in their minds in contrast to how people viewed it years ago

the participants

further pointed out that fame can be a strong human motivator their underlying

beliefthat the famous want to be famous led to a correlating universal assumption that not only do celebrities
want to be famous everyone wants to be famous in some way even if its for a short period of time each
War
triad featured talk about andy warhola
warhols
hols

15

minutes of fame philosophy in various applications

As

illustrated in the contrasting views below some described this quest for fame as wanting to be rich and
famous

desiring others to look up to them

and that some people will do anything

bad or good

to be

famous
MIO
mlo

everybody wishes and has the dream that they can become the famous person that
everybody looks up to

however participants such as the musically inclined student below pointed out that what they really
popular
wanted was to be recognized for their work not just to be popu
lae
laf or to gain vain attention

ma
m4

well 1I would like to be famous in the sense I1 would like to be remembered which is sort

of bad because that means that you are dead

laughing

1I

just want name

recognition not so much fame recognition but just name recognition
listening to someones music saying

what I1 really like about what it is

like

you are

wow ma
m4 wrote that in that sort of way

is the joy of writing music is truly a joy for me and

its

not a task and it is not really work but 1I would also like to have that name recognition
as well you know not just the classical music circles just throughout everything

its something like I think everybody sort of wants to have is part of them live on into the
1

future when they are physically gone

consistent with the previously described paradoxical view of fame the participants likewise saw
celebrities as both happy and unhappy As illustrated in the following isolated statements this contrasting

perspective further highlights their acknowledgment of the duality of fame indicating both an active and
analytical approach to fame
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f9
fa

yeah who doesnt want to be famous who doesnt want to be popular because they
always seem so happy

173

like you see the

celebrities that are like doing really well

and of course they are like

happy and like you know positive but when their career goes bad or they are not as
famous so they are not as whatever they start getting like all depressed and theyre not as

nice and they dont take care of themselves

f8
fa

yeah I1 see like divorce and like

cause 1I dont know I1 was reading a people magazine

in the doctors office yesterday it was like all about like the stars and like this guy
divorced three times and then she divorced

had four divorces

and then they got married

and they thought they were going to stay together like this was the one it had to be you
know like but its like yeah people break up you know a lot of times 1I think they seem
to be really happy like just in like movies and stuff but 1I really dont think theyre that
happy they cant be
those long hours

because like theyre always away from their family

they work

and people just like you because youre famous and they dont want to

just be like real friends with these people

fl

1I

dont think that many people in hollywood are really happy

its really hard not to get caught up in it

1I

do empathize with them

even you know people in the church have a

hard time not getting caught up in it

media the outlet for fame
most participants generally viewed the media as the outlet for fame
respondent

as described by one

thus various correlating media issues emerged which related to fame typically considered to

be negative overall with some redeeming positive traits the media particularly TV and magazines were
repeatedly described as manipulative and powerful
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indicating both a universal distrust among these

respondents as well as a sense of the audience being somewhat dominated by the media
further describe the media with negative terms such as immoral

low quality

they went on to

and a waste of time

media as negative
assuming a big media effects tradition lazarsfeld 1949 comstock and strasburger 1990 many
participant concerns were voiced in a third person effect while other concerns expressed a direct influence
or effect on the individual

f8
fa

for example admits heavy media usage in part because her parents were too

medla7 and as a result she intends to strictly regulate media use among her future children
open with the media
first hand experience she has had producing media detailing how she has witnessed manipulation
f9
fa shared firsthand

within the print media

and FflI1

believes that the media are so powerful that she hopes for mercy from the

almighty for herself and others including celebrities

concerning attitudes and actions which she perceives

as having been heavily influenced by the media she said that when it comes to many of these issues
also human and equally vulnerable to the persuasive effects of the media

we are

influence persuasive enough to

be compared to IHit
hitlers
hitless
lers nazi regime 60 years ago As stated earlier the following examples illustrate how
litlers

these participants not only acknowledge the media manipulation that can be manifested in fame but are
lamenting the hollowness and negative persuasion that they perceive exist in both consider the following
perspective during a triad exchange regarding harmful media effects

f8
fa

its

horrible

regulated oh

when 1I have kids what they watch on TV is going to be very highly

im going to hide the clicker and hide the thing

and they have to ask me

permission

f8
fa continues to explain that

even cartoons like

cartoon network shows too much cleavage
geared for children

f9
fa

xena
xencf are

provocative and violent

shooting and blood

likewise

sexual and violent content that is

thus she concludes my kids arent going to watch cartoons

adds that people wonder why our society is so bad

insinuating that it is because of media

influence sharing a report she wrote about the violent effects of television

f7
fa concurs with f8
fa and f9
fa

explaining that her conclusions showed that it totally affects them

f7
fa

what you see is what goes into your thoughts and what you think becomes your actions
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if you see on

like f8
fa said the cartoon where some little person like blows somebodys

head off then laughs about it it like goes in their head and

its just

like theres no

repercussions for their actions so they start thinking thats OK

likewise fa
f8 shares a report she did about how advertising uses sexuality to sell products with similar
conclusions
big effects
effectsconclusions

like I1 did comparisons of different ads

f8
fa

non sexualsexual non violentviolent like that

and people always will go for the worst case scenario the sexier woman or something
1I

held like two pictures of a woman next to each other one in like a business suit and

one in like lingerie for victorias secret

and you ask like a six year old boy like which

erT and hell be like hell always pick the girl with less clothes on even if this
prettier
girls pretti

girls face is a lot better and ashes
shes skinnier or whatever even anything theyll always pick
the girl with less clothes
domes just cause they think thats

thats like the norm today like thats

whats good and thats whats pretty and attractive 6 year old boys 1I mean how do they
know

ma
m4 shows concern for others understanding of the media rather than his own indicating a third
treads particularly early on in the discussions
person effect which was prevalent throughout all triads

ma
m4

well some of the times reading time or some other things I1 can see sort of a liberal slant
some of the times and 1I am kinda like there are 30 million people reading this right
now

and you know 1I am wondering how many are actually recognizing that theres this

slant to it

f9
fa

expresses her distrust for the media because of her personal witnesses of print media

manipulation
179

odthe
of the reasons 1I dont trust the media is 1I was in yearbook in high school and
well one ofthe
so 1I mean we easily if there was something we didnt like about a picture we could easily

send it to the manufacturing plant and say well crop this or whatever

and same with

like video productions you know you can have one scene and then completely change
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everything around through the computer and make somebody wear something completely

different

make them look entirely different but yet its still them 1I always just sit there

and think oh you know they cut off three fourths of her thigh or you know they
airbrushed
air
brushed all ofher whatever you know like her

the moles off of her back or something

took like she has this perfect skin
like that and made her look

while many participants point out their cynicism regarding the manipulation they believe exists in

the media FI
fl acknowledges the humanness of vulnerable media audiences
famous

as well as those who are

and expresses hope for mercy for media victims due to the medias powerful potential to

manipulate

again this example demonstrates how these LDS participants often analyze fame and media

issues within a religious context

fl

the media

like the nazis hitler was so influential and 1I think a lot of germans will be

held accountable but at the same time some of them had just been so deceived and so
manipulated and heavenly father knows we are being deceived and manipulated
knows that he understands that and so even 1I like beat myself up
better but at the same time this is hard

im

he

like 1 I know

he knows that and we shouldnt beat ourselves

up too much because we are being manipulated and deceived and these people are smart

and satan is smart he is intelligent and so

we shouldnt be too harsh on anyone you

know

reality TV

the topic of reality TV fostered further discussion regarding the perceived power that the media have
to manipulate reality while some participants enjoyed certain genres of reality TV such as cops national

geographic and survivor all participants acknowledged the pervasive facade that they viewed as inherent
in hollywood and highlighted in the most recent trends in reality TV

again showing that they are not led

or fooled
rooted by the power of the media
footed
pannicular interest to these participants as a major point of discussion
particular
world was
MTVs the real worldsas
sas of ofparticular
was

regarding fame and media manipulation because a former BYU student named julie stoffer was selected to
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participate on the show beginning in 2000 julies involvement on the show led to her compromising her
agreement with BYUs moral code of honor

eg single students

living with members of the opposite sex

and subsequently led to her expulsion from BYU

while the general sentiment of these participants was one of disrespect for julie she was
nonetheless considered famous in their eyes her notoriety therefore was further used as a negative example

of fame as well as an example of media manipulation and how audiences often accept what the media gives
them at face value because they rarely know the whole story

f8
fa

the media

can make anyone appear what they want to be

they can take like if they

want someone to be portrayed negatively they have their way of doing it if they want
someone to be portrayed positively they have a way of doing it

world like

like julie from the real

ashes a nice girl well im not really
im sure theres more to her im sure shes

sure but she could very well be a nice girl and a good kid but like the way ashes
shes being

portrayed you know

its

all like the medias totally portraying her how they want to

portray her not how maybe she really can be and thats how with everyone it is so
sometimes it makes me think twice about people but most of the time 1I dont think twice

im just like oh thats the way it is cause thats how weve been like trained to think
you know

you dont get like background on this stuff you just get like whats there

and you take everything like its true and theres so many things that like after you find
out more about it you learn more about it youre like

oh so thats why you know hes

acting like an idiot because this and that media doesnt give you that background

like f9
fa

said they have so much power to show you anybody in any way and most people
naturally just take whatever they hear and believe it so media is scary like that

media as positive
while there was much discussion about the negative side of media many participants acknowledged
its positive side as well

this included an effective way to communicate

instruction and education

a way

to teli
teil
tell a story a means to express lots of emotion particularly in music motivation to dance and an
botell
totell
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entertaining way to escape the realities of everyday life into a mediated release

thus they viewed the

media as a functional tool in their lives to help them improve in various physical emotional and even
spiritual pursuits as explained in these two isolated statements about media usage

ma
m4

1I

odthe
try to see a lot ofthe
of the media as the way we communicate

and I1 think that since we have

had a lot of electronic media weve become a lot more um focused on communicating
which can be very good but can also be very bad because of the fact that um there are so

many faiths

beliefs and so many moral beliefs between cultures that when you

communicate some of the times you might come across something that you might find
offensive or may not like to see

so about general conference when they do say you

know beware of some of the media because not all media is bad

the church

I1

mean

philo D farnsworth himself you know invented the television and was LDS but um 1I
heed what the general authorities say and 1I think that it is also good
think that its good to heedwhat

to have media because without that you would not be able to communicate just like we
are now or even spreading our message we wouldnt have those tools so I1 think that um

the media is great

f7
fa

yeah uh huh 1I think thats the way that like media is helpful also you know like surf
videos magazines

skate boarding they used
like my brothers when they were really into skateboarding

that
to always watch skate videos and like oh rewind it you know how do you do chaff
thaff

yeah 1I think media is totally like stuff like that is totally cool and 1I know like another
roommate not present will watch basketball and shes
ashes like

awesome and
oh that was awesomev

like stuff like that yeah I1 totally agree it you know helps and motivates and teaches

you know like not all media is bad
mod 1I mean 1I grew up on sesame street and learned the
tod
ABCs so 1I know theres like redeeming values and its the same with anything you know
like the internet like 1I just read a conference talk that was like you know

its been put

on there for good you know it unfortunately falls into the hands of evil which 1I think all
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media has so like everything has its good too

FAME IN THE LDS CHURCH

with that snapshot of fame taken from these LDS teenage perspectives it was interesting to observe
how these philosophies and viewpoints were applied to

or modified

church overall these issues addressed the research question regarding
play out in the church

to issues regarding fame in the

rqn
rq9

how they see the role of fame

president gordon B hinckley for example was considered famous by the

respondents as were the other church general authorities yet they were clearly exempt from prior general
perspectives offered about the famous elsewhere

for instance one respondent described him as being not

worldly famous because he does not seek out the glamourous
ous opulent lifestyle that they assumed other
glamour

secular celebrities pursue LDS celebrities were discussed at length with varying viewpoints about most
individuals while they were generally considered to be either a strength or a hindrance to the church with

little middle ground some participants took the stance that any fame is good fame for the church

like the previous media issues heretofore mentioned

fame in the church was viewed both positively

and negatively depending on the type of fame and how it was used for instance during this discussion a
participant who happened to be a convert emphasized that famous LDS examples helped young members of

the church

arnett

1995

particularly converts

solidify their LDS identity consistent with self socialization theory

false
aisel
however derogatory or aise
alse mediated information about the church was seen as a negative
7

form of fame with the participants defending the church on a very personal level in fact it seemed that
famous LDS people were considered representatives of sorts for them and thus there was an underlying

feeling of personal investment with or against them

finally priorities were determined among the

participants regarding who they would most prefer to listen to in a public speaking situation given the option

the prophet and general authorities were most preferred

LDS celebrities were second choice and regular

people were third

in short as discussions about fame in the church increased and values and beliefs were brought into
play it was interesting to observe how their previously defined definitions of fame seemed to bend somewhat
for those who shared common belief systems and behind whom they could stand in other words the closer
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fame got to the church

a common value and belief system

accurately and by the right people

that fame

in this case

the more accepted it became if mediated

m
in fact some acknowledged the lack of fame the church has

implying

should be a sought after ideal likewise there seemed to be a protectiveness of the

church and its leaders regarding their fame and publicity unlike secular celebrities who were commonly
criticized by these participants without equal defense

prophet
pophet and general authorities
As stated the prophet and church general authorities were seen as positive examples of fame in

the eyes of most participants though some considered them more as men of respect than men who were

moue
fa
famous
moud in the hollywood sense

the respondents explained that this difference was primarily because

they assumed that these church leaders did not seek fame out

this element

therefore differentiated them

from other famous people in the eyes of these LDS youth as indicated in the following isolated statements
about fame in the church

ma
m4

1I

mnckley
mackley over the past two years regarding his
think the fame that has come to president hinckley

traveling at the age of 90

the fame he has acquired
make him

ma
m6

1I

the fame that he has is really positive for our church 1I think
is not so much because of his talents but his beliefs that

and his affiliation makes him famous

guess my observation would be the lack of fame that our church has 1I dont think we

emphasize the importance of fame necessarily um the
respect

more of reverence 1I think and

the only reason I1 distinguish this is because a lot of times

we associate fame with

a lot of publicity a lot of glamour a lot of hoopla that 1I think our church focuses more on
the respect and reverence for you know really good people and thats how I1 would view

the apostles and the prophet and even the local leaders A lot of the local leaders

1I

just

have me
the strong sense of respect for these people as men of integrity men of honor and in

the eyes of the world they might not have that kind of fame but 1I think my respect and
my 1I guess adoration for them would be greater than my sense of fame or my sense of how
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so I1 think in respect to this question that these people are

I1 would hold famous people to

famous in their own sense and though they might not have as wide of an audience 1I think

if you ask anybody that has the same respect that they would consider these people more
famous than superstars
super stars or pop stars

mlo
mio

1I

remember the interview that president hinckley had with mike wallace on 60 minutes

1I

think that was great publicity for the church because 1I think that could have been

possibly one of the greatest things that we could have done publicity wise you know
because 1I mean like the leader of our church agreed to go on a well known show and be

asked whatever they wanted to ask them and every question they asked him he had an
answer for and backed it up he knew exactly what to say and you know he had the spirit

with him and like you could just see that he was admired for that you know

mike wallace is

1I

mean

coming from a nonmember
non member standpoint and he is asking him the

things that were confusing

and he is just like totally answering his questions and he

is totally humble and whatnot about it 1I think

its a good image as a whole

and it gives

the prophet a good image as just an individual you know it shows that he knows what he
is doing and he doesnt go out there and make us all sound like a bunch of losers or

anything

newsworthy individuals
LDS celebrities and newswo1iby
LDS celebrities were viewed as either a strength or an embarrassment to the church individuals

who were commonly brought up included former professional football player steve young entertainers

donny and marie osmond author and motivator stephen covey former BYU student julie stoffer from

MTVs reality TV show the real world as well as various other professional athletes musicians and
celebrities most LDS celebrities including steve young donny osmond and stephen covey were viewed

favorably and considered to be positive examples of the church

talk

about NBA player mark madsen

exemplified how these young members of the church create bonds with celebrities based solely on religious
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commonalities

the real worlds julie stoffer was considered to be a very negative example of the church

as well as of a typical BYU student for her unreal representation of an LDS college student

tom green

a utah polygamist who claims to be a fundamentalist mormon but has actually been excommunicated from
the LDS church was also viewed negatively opinions about marie osmond were mixed

the underlying

concern seemed to be that the church maintain a positive and accurate image in the eyes of the world

again

because of the common LDS values the data strongly indicated a shared feeling of personal investment with

these celebrities as if they were a voice

or face

to the world of the church therefore they were either

highly critical of these individuals or they applauded them wholeheartedly following are some of their
perspectives on these individuals illustrated in various triad exchanges

marie osmond entertainer
while the sentiment about marie osmond was varied it is interesting to observe how in the
following triad discussion fl vacillates in her views about the LDS celebrity while she doesnt particularly

respect marie osmond as a personal role model she demonstrates compassion at the hardships LDS
celebrities must encounter as public individuals

fl

1I

thus

fl

F 1I struggles with expressing a one sided perspective

dont really look up to marie osmond that much 1I dont really admire her that much

ashes
cifes neighbor and she was at his wedding and everything and 1I
shes my brothers wifes
think she has done well and everything but 1I think she has had a lot of struggles and had
to pay for being in hollywood

1I

public ally
dont really like how she has come out publically

on

postpartum depression thing and really didnt 1I dont agree with how ashes
thepostpartum
the
shes milking
it for all

its worth

writing books and appearing on talk shows

I1 think I1 admire her

ashes had a
in some ways 1I think she is a good person and 1I think she tries but 1I think shes
feet 1I think ashes
hard time and in fact
shes probably done the best you can do being in hollywood

fol and
pride moi
its really hard not to become prideful

you know care so much about what you look

like and she does care and how could she not

1I

mean you almost sympathize with her

so ashes
shes done well but still 1I dont look at her as some outstanding you know religious
woman

ashes
shes really had difficulties and 1I wonder if it is her fault or just you know
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whats been thrown on her and im judging her but 1I just dont look at her like sherry

dew an LDS general church womens leader or these other people that you really look
up to
I1 probably look up to marie osmond like a little more just cause there

173

arent that

many famous LDS women out there

fl

1I

think like when you get big and like people know you and know everything about

you like

its hard

and there is tons of stress and marie is still somewhat grounded even

though ashes
shes not so 1I just think

its hard

like things that celebrities deal with are

hard and so like people cant understand what they are going through unless theyve been

through it too

julie stonfer
stoffer the real world
staffer
clearly julie is not well respected among any of these young participants nor is she seen as a typical
eds As the following comments indicate there is evidence of some
or positive representative ofbyu
coeds
of BYU co
resentment toward julie among the respondents because she is seen as representing to the world what young
LDS members are

this sentiment again

illustrates how these individuals take the public image of the

church very seriously and personally

f8
fa

OK yesterday 1I was watching

the real world

it was just something that was on at work

and julie was on it and she was like bagging on BYU how she thought it was so stupid
of
because kofl
ofl all the articles about her and everything

and then while she was saying that

fun of putting a chastity
while she was sleeping in bed with a guy next to her and making man
fan
pillow between her she called her bishop to see what the results had come back whether

she had got in to byul
BYU or not ashes
shes like saying

ill sleep with this

ashes
shes like

saying how much she was upset because the school kicked her out and everything but then

like

1I

dont know 1I just think she doesnt give the school like especially our religion a

good like impression so

and 1I dont like her one bit

im not too fond of her

ashes mormon and ashes
and shes
shes famous

she disappointed me a lot
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just because they could have

picked someone like

ashes representing BYU
if they wanted a mormon girl like they say shes

like as the college you know they could have picked someone a lot better than her 1I think

when people think oh mormon girl 1I wouldnt want them to think oh her 1I would
rather have them think of someone like

f7
fa or something like that rather than this girl

p91yggmi
tom green utah polygamist
comments about tom green further demonstrate the investment and concern by these respondents
for a positive public perception and accurate understanding of what the church is and what its members are

like thour
thoughh tom green is not a member of the LDS church respondents were concerned that non
nonmembers
members

are too often confusing him and other mediated individuals like him as a typical member thus distorting
mormons in 2001 really are
the view of who cormons
177

oh were in my class yesterday talking about the whole tom green polygamy thing and
how its just like massive media and how even though

hes not directly affiliated

with the

mormons a bad name you know because
church just because hes from utah he gives cormons

cormons and polygamy
automatically stereotypically people think the mormons

f8
fa

salby
sally
saily jesse raphael show and he went on leeza and all these shows about
me salty
he went on the

having five wives and being a polygamist and claiming that hes a member of the church

f7
fa

and like I1 guess on some newsweek or something some article

it said like the mormon

church has denounced polygamy for 100 years which is like the one good thing

f8
fa

and still

even the word that he says even whatever he claims he is even that it has

cormons makes people like my mom and my family members that
affiliated with mormons
Mormons
LDS like totally totally not like our religion

arent

ashes really really more open
like my mom shes

mormons were just a bunch of
about it now but at first she was just convinced that cormons
polygamists

and its because of the media because thats all she knows like shows

magazines and stuff like that that show people like him doing the negative
negative image that makes my mom be like

oh yeah

portraying the

you cant get baptized

stuff like

that like that was the only thing she had to do that she like ever knew about our church
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that had her saying like oh 1I dont want you going to church with a member family
like that polygamy and all she knows of polygamy is from TV and magazines so 1I think

negative media like that really has a bad influence

mark madsen los angeles lakers

the following triad discussion about mark madsen is an example of how LDS youth look to positive
role models in the church who are famous as a means to connect themselves socially within the LDS
community and to establish or enhance their religious and cultural identity both individually and collectively

in the world

f8
fa

1I

mark madsen like

think 1I look up to people that like are LDS that like

obsessed with the lakers right now

im

and then like when 1I found out that mark madsen was

mormon we just like really supported him like when a couple of months ago like a couple
hundred BYU students we went to a lakers jazz game

hes playing

madsen like the guy doesnt even get to play well
like playing you know

and we were like all about mark
now but he wasnt even

just like all about mark madsen because hes mormon
were ejust
and werejust
wer

he kind of like represents us cause like mormon youth and hes a basketball player

f7
fa

yeah the other night we were watching the game here and another roommate was like

oh hes so cute hes mormon hes so good and like the guys not cute hes not at
all you know he might be good at basketball but he doesnt play very much

and as soon

as we found out he was mormon were like his number one fan so 1I think like it has to
do with standards and stuff because you know if hes mormon

hes

you hope at least

hes

living LDS standards

f8
fa

im kind of biased yeah

my favorite snow boarders

snow boarders now that I1 found out their mormon

mormon

like theyve all become my favorite

oh yeah hes my favorite yeah hes

you know cause its kind of like a thing like all that cause 1I dont have like

up here in utah 1I have all LDS friends but at home you know 1 I
yeah

hes mormon you know

yeah like
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hes cool

like
ilke oh
likej
dont so its liked

and stuff like that

f7
fa

oh yeah
oh

f9
fa
179

1I

oh

it was just manny
hunny
hanny
funny
fanny like as soon as we found out he was mormon we were all like
teV
funny
fanny
ter and so it was just manny
favori
im like hes our favorite

think it influences it big time because youre like

oh 1I can relate to them like you feel

like you have this huge bond but 1I dont know
FS

its kind of like that everywhere though

like if you go to a new city or a new class or

provo anyway you kind of
ofprovo
something or somewhere like a new job somewhere outside of
bond with the people that are mormon

like if you find out theyre mormon

before 1I

would seek people out with the biggest names you know like before 1I was a member but
mormont
now oh youre mormon

im like automatically stay close to them

1I

think

its just a

security blanket

local LDS fame
reiterating the relative nature of fame some participants considered local church leaders to be
famous

other respondents had not considered them in that way still other LDS individuals such as

university teachers public speakers and mission presidents were singled out as being vulnerable to the
temptations of fame
to be famous and

fl

rqn
rq9

also speaking to the research question regarding

rqn
rq6

whom LDS youth consider

the role of fame in the church

demmi like religion
even teachers at BYU probably have a hard time not becoming prideful
defal
pri demai

teachers because we have these amazing religion teachers and we look up to them and

theyre famous in their own way in their own light stake presidents they are famous in
their own way bishops families you know these little esteemed things that they are
somewhat in the
me spotlight like our family was a bishops family and we have a big family

in florida thats righteous so I1 know some people are jealous and

its not its because

you know maybe they are new members and theyre struggling along and they see these

six kids and they are righteous and my dad is well off and he was a bishop

like that

matters callings are not about money or fame or anything like that and 1I you have to
realize in the church when you are stake president or bishops daughter or whatever that
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some people you treat really really careful cause you dont think that you are better than
them 1I would never ever think that or that 1I was famous but you dont realize how they

ifyou
are seeing you so isyou
if you are having a bad day and youre sulky they might think you are
snobby

do you know what 1I mean you have to be very careful

preferred sneakers
speakers
again the relativism of fame is reflected in how these LDS youth prioritized those individuals to
whom they would most like to listen in a public speaking situation most participants say that if they had a
choice they would choose to listen to the prophet or a general authority rather than an LDS celebrity but

non famous speaker they would choose to listen to the LDS
if given the choice between an LDS celebrity or a nonfamous
celebrity

this spiritual hierarchy adds to the evidence that these LDS youth are seeking spiritual growth

above fame yet if given an opportunity to meet andor observe a famous person
LDS

particularly one who is

they would also be curious and interested consider the following perspective which exemplifies this

sentiment followed by various triad exchanges regarding those who have most merited their attention

general authorities most
mot preferred

that these
celebrities

LDS youth prefer listening to general authorities above other speakers

including

is an indication of their priorities in life religiosity takes a clear front seat as they define the

general authorities as men who are called of god which is consistent with LDS doctrine and belief

the

following comments exemplify how these youth are making strong efforts to center their lives around LDS

faith and how their religiosity takes precedence over the influence or pursuit of fame and celebrity

m12

well if its a general authority 1I would much sooner go to a general authority than just
a normal somebody that I1 maybe never heard of and if it is somebody I1 have never heard

of I1 would probably go to someone who is famous otherwise also other than a normal
person but 1I mean like if it was between somebody thats famous in the public eye and
mormon giving a talk or a general authority 1I would go to the general authority because

its from a different perspective that they are famous I1 guess you would say and its in a
different aspect
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ma
m5

the

prophet and apostles when they talk and they give talks and what theyre saying is

definitely much more than if 1I would listen to ma
m4 here laughing

ma
m4

just because spiritual understanding being very low would be like no

SF

Is it because they are general authorities or because they are famous

ma
m5

it is because they are general authorities and they are called of god

ma
m4

now for me 1I really listen to anybody really and 1I try be my own judgment system base
to either interpret what they are saying or to actually listen to what they are saying so

if a prophet is speaking about a spiritual thing and being that is what he is supposed to do
1I

will listen to that probably with more weight and since 1I am also a member of the church

more than if my bishop was saying something to me in the same light but if it was the
Jehova hs witness missionary trying to
prophet saying something spiritually and it was a jehovahs

tell me the exact same thing but in his own way

1I

would listen to the prophet because

are related to his
fare
thats because my personal values lare

famous people next preferred
while the respondents first preferred to listen to general authorities if given the option their interest
in celebrities was still evident as illustrated in the following triad some youth said they were simply curious

to observe a mediated icon to see what they were like in real life others used their encounters with celebrities
as social clout with which to impress their friends
SF

why would you choose to listen to a famous person over the regular person

ma
m5

just because he is famous that is probably the only reason 1I can say that 1I have met this
person 1I have seen him talk in person or know 1I kinda had that little link with him as
being a famous person with that than the other joe schmoe

SF

thats interesting because 1I recall that in the group

discussion you were the first person

to say that you are not wanting to have like posters on your walls and whatever and that
famous people dont really faze your life and yet if it came down to making a choice
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famous person you would want to meet the
nonfamous
between meeting a famous person or non
famous person

ma
m5

yeah yeah but 1I dont really glorify these people in my own when my door is shut but
you know

if I1 get a chance to go and see them and 1I guess most if it could be that 1I could

go to my friends and say guess who 1I just saw

and stuff like that where you can actually

talk about it with your friends and stuff like that

1I

dont usually come out of those

meetings saying gee 1I never knew this or stuff like that
SF

so is it more curiosity like you feel like it carried with it some social clout among your
friends ma
m5 yeah like they might think more highly of you

ma
m5

possibly

anyone can be an effective speaker
speake

finally several respondents emphasized the perspective that in the church anyone can be an
effective speaker that everyone has something to offer and when individuals are under the influence of
spiritual inspiration even regular people can be very effective public speakers
MIO
mlo

1I

mean 1I give talks in sacrament meeting 1I mean we are not spiritual theres far better

people than we are and everything like that
1I

they

everybody has something to offer and

mean it would just be like you or 1I going out and giving a talk at a fireside

1I

mean

anybody can do it it just so happens that they were chosen not so much for their being

athletes but maybe like in the outside world

ill say

that might be more necessary and

stuff like that because they have the voice that we dont have
m12

like in the scriptures

like for instance

it says that weak things will be made strong

you know you may not all have as strong of a voice and were not all good speakers and

we may not always be so in tune with the spirit but if we just trust the lord you know like

if he wants us to give a talk in sacrament meeting then hes going to provide a way for
maybe some of those who need to hear those words to be touched or whatever or something
like that

and then another one

is like the story
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of the talents you know like everybody

is given talents and if you dont use them as for good then you are going to lose them

and

if you do use them then you could get more you should just use what you have to the
best of your ability and whatever that may be
SF

are you just saying just regular people or like these famous

mil1
mii
MI

1I

people

everybody

would say with the athletes figuratively speaking 1I definitely wouldnt say its good that

you like oh it might have been more but that doesnt matter

the fact

is you know we

would listen to them more so it is more affective they could say the exact same thing that

any of us would say only everyone that hears them is going to remember it for a longer
time and listen better and they are going to be a thousand times more affective even if
they are a less effective speaker just because of who they are their message cause they are

automatically role models just because they are famous again thats not to say theyre

right but thats the way it is so once in that position they say something good you
know they will have an influence
IDEALS WHAT
AT IT SHOULD OR
FAME EDEALS
R SHOULDNT
SHOULD
Nl BE

while the LDS youth displayed evidence of being enamored by fame during previous discussions
they were much more analytical about fame when it came to discussing their ideals about this phenomenon

for instance they

recognized the difference between earned and unearned fame which contradicts the

stereotype that youth are simply under the power of celebrities LDS religious ideals emerged significantly

as participants explained their concepts of how fame should or shouldnt be
questions about

rqn
rq3 and rqn
rq5

how LDS youth talk about and define fame and

into those conversations as well as

that

1

rqn
rq6

addressing the research

rqn
rq4

how they tie religiosity

those whom they consider to be famous participants felt strongly

people should be famous for doing good not for just being exposed 2 fame requires an added

responsibility to do good 3 fame requires humility 4

role models should embody both achievement and

good characters and 5 christlike individuals should not aspire to fame based on the judeo
fudeo christian ethic

these themes clearly revealed both the religious foundation and various forms of application of these
individuals as well as their religious rationale as justification for these ideals
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in short religiosity took

priority above fame alone in guiding the ethical principles of this phenomenon which eventually set the
standard against which value conflicts were determined

peonie
people should be famous for doing good not for just being exposed

all participants agreed that fame should be a bi product of doing something good or contributing
to society in some positive way

the idea that many celebrities today have become famous or have perpetuated

their celebrity merely through mass exposure or capitalized on their fame for opportunities they did not
necessarily earn was disturbing to these participants however a few individuals defended the perceived
perks and opportunities that the famous received explaining that they were blessed

and that they had to

make other sacrifices in their lives such as lack of privacy gossip and less time with their families etc to

pay the price of fame either way most saw these elements of fame as a reflection of society and they had
definite ideals about what fame should be

something for nothing
m12
ml 2

1I

think mostly fame is overrated because nowadays most people are dubbed famous or

respected for things that 1I dont think should be a big deal

like things that maybe they

just got a lucky chance in life or if they know somebody and have connections and then all

of a sudden they are famous or if they make music that doesnt take too much talent but
people like it you know

and it is not really a respected thing whereas something that you

have to work toward or acquire or a gift you know

R
reflection of society
ma
m6

I1 think reality TV really shows off what kind

nothing 1I guess

all

laughing

of society we live in awarding nothing for

but um 1I dont know

its kind of sad that you know we

come to this point where you know we glorify people who do nothing

and a lot of like the

local heroes like the true heroes get you know five minutes on the news when they die

um so I1 dont know exactly there is like no remedy to this 1I dont see this getting better
any time soon

ma
m4

he
well 1I think like andy warhol said you know the
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15

minutes of fame you know every

I1 think that really what is happening

person in the future will have 15 minutes of fame

is its no longer 15 minutes but it is becoming 15 years or whatever because 1I think that

people that advertise or promote these shows and things and TV stations that have these

shows on and they promote it really make these people huge in the eyes of the viewers

and what happens
say

hai
bainous
fat
famous
im awmous

im famous

is really people are not famous without fans really

you cant really

but you know im not cause they dont have anybody who thinks that

laughing so you have to you really have to look at these people as um
tun
lun uh

what would be the word they are celebrities in the fact that they were on a TV show but

the fact that they are getting more work for just being who they are as you know as
opposed to acting their actual part that kind of bugs me being someone who is in an
artistic field and thats kind of hard to see people who are not really artists become famous

undeserving athletic icons

theres guys that are just total losers that are

f7
fa

like idiots

took
that are like you just look

at them and youre like what are they doing and how come theyre in so much limelight

like we were in kauai

and put on you know a pede
pedestal
staIT

and there were these two

brothers the irons brothers and they rip at surfing

urn
theyre so good and um

we were

surfing basically like in their backyard every night

and they came out when

we were

surfing and they were there with their friends sitting there smoking pot and like hanging
out

were like you guys are like losers how come

like neither of them graduated from

high school and like theyre awesome at surfing like youd see them on the water and just
go

oh my gosh but then you get on land and youre like why do people put you on

a pedestal you know

fame requires added responsibility

all participants
much is required

likewise agreed that fame requires an added responsibility

mentality

this

where much is given

responsibility translated into speaking out on important issues

particularly religious issues participating in sincere charity work
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not just for more publicity or tax write

offs
offi and to set a positive example in terms of fostering positive character traits and healthy relationships

eg

avoiding divorce

speaking out on beliefs
ma
m5

umm not so much say things well
urm
urn
fame can also give you you have an opportunity to um

1I

guess say things yeah that um since you have an outlet like the media that other people

dont have

you can say like your beliefs but the problem is a lot of the times famous

people go too far in pushing their ideals on other people so I1 think if they have an outlet

they should use it but with that fame comes responsibility they should also give other
people the opportunity to rebut or give their own ideals alongside their other ideals

using fame to benefit others

mii
mil
MI
1

yeah

1I

think that the only people that should be famous are those that can handle it and

use it to benefit everyone else once they are in that position

like there are very few that do

that like a lot of people have charity and stuff but the big reason for that is just tax reasons
or publicity

1I

think people like one definitely sincere person that seems like sammy

sousa how he came from the dominican republic he is always going back there giving
them tons of money doing stuff and you can totally tell just by cause he is not even a
native american from the US
can tell that

hes from there

and so he is always going back and you

its a sincere thing thats definitely not for publicity

sincere and humble motivations
m12

once again in the scriptures it says that like in the book of
ofo 31 nephi in the book of
ool
mormon it says um like when christ comes and he is instructing the apostles and people
what to do he tells them to pray in secret you know and to uh like if they are going to be
charitable or give to the poor do it in secret and god will see it and now and reward them
for it but they do it in public then they already got their reward you know

thats it

1I

think that goes a lot with what MI
ml 1I was saying that a lot of people will do stuff in the
public eye you know because it will make them look good but theyre not really doing it
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for maybe the reason the public thinks that it is to really help you know

fame requires humility
again all participants unanimously agreed that humility should definitely accompany fame and that
it would be a trial to remain humble and avoid the pitfalls of pride if constantly in the public eye those

who were seen as maintaining this virtue were elevated above other celebrities in the eyes of these
participants as indicated in these isolated statements about fame and humility

ma
m6

it just amazes me that you know some people can just be so humble knowing that they
achieved something fantastic and uh those people are highly regarded in my eyes 1I try

to

sometimes it gets to me but 1I am sure everybody likes their time in the spotlight but

yeah 1I think humility is a great attribute for famous people 1I think

ma
m4

fame should not be a method for you know
you know it shouldnt be condescending

id like to thank the little people

laughing

thats what I1 am saying what it should be is

it should be uh adoration and adulation for the things that you accomplish and for the
talents that you have and you use

f9
fa

1I

mean a perfect example like my boyfriend out there

an incredible athlete like was

sponsored like by santa cruz snow boarders 13 in the nation for his trampoline team and

everything like that and absolutely hates to talk to people about it like never talks about
it never brags nothing

because

and that to me is famous that because 1I have so much respect

hes humble about

it and

hes not glorifying

in the fact that

hes good if that

makes sense so he in my eyes is one of my big role models

role models should embody both achievement and good characters
according to these participants global fame seemed to be less in their control than selecting their
own personal role models

thus they seemed empowered as they spoke out on the necessary prerequisites

for todays role models unanimously selecting family members such as parents or siblings as their primary
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including celebrities

personal role models other role models

eventually emerged in the discussions

overwhelmingly however the participants determined that those who were placed in an exemplary position
one that can help others become better people as

should possess achievement as well as a noble character

indicated in these following statements and triad exchange

ma
m6

yeah 1I think you can be a great athlete and everything but to not have a good character

that wouldnt be someone
person

f9
fa

1I

id want to look up to

not just sportsmanship or a real good

they have to have both attributes for me to consider them a great person

totally agree with what f7
fa was saying

there are people out there that are incredibly good

at sports and incredibly good athletes that have good morals and good standards

and those

are the people that we should be praising and looking up to but instead because of the
he world is you dont look at that you look at the fact
media today and because of the way the

that oh they can still you know be cool and go out and get drunk and it wont affect
them at all
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whos that one basketball player that
chos

f7
fa

dennis rodman is

f8
fa

like is that the kind of kid the kind of guy where your kids want to be role models to im
so sure

no way

is like a total punk you know

role models used to be someone

you know you strived to be like

and you know like had attributes that you liked that you would want for yourself and stuff
like that and like these are like what kids role models today are like you know like
guys like that

its like

what are the kids going to turn out to be like who would you

rather have A role model thats like more wholesome and

f9
fa

well 1I just think role models should be people you want to be like and who wants to be
like dennis rodman

SF

OK but would you look at him and say well maybe 1I
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dont agree with his character

traits or whatever but hes a really good basketball player

f8
fa

like

when 1I look at dennis rodman 1I dont think

player 1I think

can you separate those things

oh hes an incredible basketball

oh he has issues with hair all laughing

other participants shared examples of positive role models they appreciated because they possessed
this fame ideal

john olerud
ma
m6

well as a kid 1I always looked up to john olerud he is the 1I think first baseman for the
Ma riners
mariners
seattle marinero

he played with the toronto blue jays during their world series he

me golden years
was in the

he was always soft spoken and uh pretty humble guy and what

really impressed me even as a kid was that he underwent 1I think brain surgery on a tumor
during his early major league baseball years but one story that 1I heard from him is or from
someone about him was that um anytime a child with a similar situation was uh would

request him he would always show up by their bedside and you know just visit these
terminally ill kids or kids with similar situations and he impressed me that a major league

player and there was no publicity on this would spend his personal time with these

children you know just because he knows what they were going through 1I was always
impressed by that so

ive looked up to him for pretty much most of my life

steven hawkings

mlo
mio

I look up to steven
1

hawkings laughing

he is 1I dont know like 1I he was even on the

Simp sons one time but they like totally they told him he didnt even know what they were
simpsons
simpsins

going to do he said OK you can put me on there and everything like that but 1I mean

hes just a cool guy he has 1I dont remember

exactly what his disease that he has is and

he is paralyzed and he talks with a computer and stuff but he didnt give up and now his
mind is so clear and he could easily you know because of his condition just fade away but

he has lived far past his expectancy and hes done so much for you know our knowledge
odthe
ofthe
of the universe and stuff like that and I1 think people like him other physicists and people
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in

like the prophet gordon B hinckley and people like that theyre purpose is

like I1 think that people that try to explain

synonymous but not in the same way

like with

biologists and any type of science or even any field of study that has to do with like the
human mind or stuff like that

its were trying to learn a knowledge

and were trying to

explain things that are eternal principles and stuff like that with the more we learn about
physics or about ourselves like our bodies or peoples minds and stuff like that gets us one

step closer to god and being godlike

and I1 think those kind of people

deserve more

credit than an
anyone
yonel else that anyone could do

christlike individuals should not aspire to fame
finally several participants agreed that christlike individuals would not want to aspire to fame
perhaps as a result of inculcating humility true saints would find fame in the worldly sense undesirable

other participants pointed out that if an individual happens to be famous however that does not preclude
them from being christlike after all said one participant
responds to the research questions about

fame

rqn
rq7

rqn
rq4

christ himself was famous

this theme

how LDS youth tie religiosity into their conversations about

leaming
the positive and negative uses of fame in their lives and RQS what LDS youth are learning

and emulating from those who are famous

fl

people really everyone wants to be famous and but then 1I think 1I think whats going to
happen is all these people that are famous for doing dumb things but then you look at your

mothers who are not famous for anything and that truly heroic things that they do
yeah

thats true and thats truly famous but

very different not

like

yeah

im

1I

think that in the eternities it will be

I1 dont think that the people who were really righteous are going to be

famous and look at hollywood because

thats not the mentality if

youre youre not going to want that youre not going to be too
completely change I1 mean were in a world

in the hereafter
persecute me

all

1I

its just going to

thats just not at all what its going to be like

used to think when 1I was younger like well my friends would

id be like oh

when

im
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in heaven and

im in the celestial kingdom

and

im like you know
but

queen 1I went there and 1I was going to be famous

thats not like how its going to be

you know like that

because we are not going to want that we are

going to be humble and want to love them and help them grow if were truly christlike

its significant to point out that these
behaviors displayed evidence of incongruence

resolutions

ideals are just that

ideals to which the participants own

for instance the next section VALUE CONFLICTS AND

will explain how the participants recognize that they admire celebrities and mediated

characters who clearly do not uphold these ideals they defined

subsequently for many when they find

themselves drawn in by celebrities who fundamentally do not uphold the standards they deem necessary
most of which are based on LDS religious fundamentals conflict arises

this is a key finding of this study

rqn
rq1
RQ

the relationship between fame and

which further addresses the primary research question concerning

the religiosity of LDS youth and

rqn
rq2

1

how they define and resolve the value conflicts that arise therein

which will be detailed in the following section
VALUE CONFLICTS AND

resolutions

fame sentiments previously described in the FAME
antifame
the religiosity rooted anti

IDEALS section holds

the key to the emerged value conflicts these youth encountered when fame and LDS values collided As
previously explained when the youth found themselves enamored by celebrities embodying different values

than theirs and took pleasure in those values internal dissonance arose as the conflict in values became more
evident these value conflicts and resolutions speak directly to the key research questions regarding

the relationship between fame and the religiosity of LDS youth and

rqn
rq2

rqn
rq1I
RQ
1

how they define and resolve value

conflicts that arise therein

to this point

the data in this regard generally revealed one interpretive community of LDS youth

with diversity of talk therein however while certain value conflicts crossed gender lines a key finding of

this study is that most value conflicts showed evidence of being gendered in nature as were the various
manther
marther
further research is needed to verify the
religious strategies incorporated to help resolve those conflicts while farther

essence and the extent of these gendered value conflicts in terms of being defined as actual sub interpretive

communities a discussion regarding the gendered nature of these value conflicts will be included in the
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description of each conflict and resolution
Hollywood inhibits dreams
Famel
VALUE CONFLICT famelhollywood
Fame
famehollywood

seen as not conducive to LDS living

many female participants expressed frustration with wanting to pursue a particular career path or
interest that interfaced with the entertainment media but felt thwarted because the industry norms
expectations and lifestyles of those within the industry were seen as not conducive to LDS living

fl

F I1 for

instance initially wanted to be an actress and a dancer but because of the influence of hollywood and the

media

she has opted to pursue law instead as her primary occupation she explains that the hollywood

Hf
lifestyle
estyle and expectations are not conducive to LDS living and even people like marie osmond have had

a lot of struggles and had to pay for being in hollywood
FI
fl

it would be really hard to be a good mormon and make films
sitcoms are pretty gross

like friends one of my favorite shows

even Holly
hollywoods
woods
elven
1I

do enjoy it

but

raphaels
they have sex randomly last night they just found out that Rach
rachaels
aels pregnant with an
anonymous man

all

yeah you can see thats totally exciting and the

laughing

clothes they wear how most of them have anorexia or some sort of eating disorder which

disables them to have children most of them dont have children family is not their
priority at least for women

on the other hand

F
fl1I also points out positive examples of selected individuals who have been able

to reconcile christianity with fame again exemplifying how she considers both the positive and negative
sides of fame

fl

there has been successful people like um the guy from growing pains whats his name
the really cute one faf2 f3
fa SF kurt cameron mike sever mike sever and his wife faf3

they are way good yeah theyre really good strong christian family and they have done
some movies

so 1I think you can do it 1I think you have to work really really hard to do
1I

it properly but you can do it but

dont think you can really be a really famous julia

roberts without 1I mean how can you make movies that are only PG and expect to make it
all the way to the top so 1I think anything is possible if the lord wanted you to do that and
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you felt impressed to become an actress you would be blessed and you would get

anything is possible but 1I think it is very hard and very unlikely but it is possible

further group discussion revealed how all three young women in this triad acknowledge both the
talent and the shortcomings of Britney spears and indicate how she has changed in order to become famous

and successful

f2
fa

like britney spears

fl

ashes
shes talented though she can dance

f2
fa

she is very talented and its awesome 1I wish 1I could dance like that and sing like that but

laughing ashes
shes like the stupidest person alive

there is no way I1 would ever want to be how she is

all

laughing

just because I1 love my life and being

involved in the church and 1I wouldnt give it up to be able to sing and dance

f3
fa

she gave up her life to perform for other people and like I1 was watching something on
about her and it like had her boyfriend from back home like before she got big and ashes
shes

like she has like forgot all these people who mean so much to her and this poor guy is just
she was shy and like theyre like well now whats your status in like sexual relationships

and he was like im not commenting on that and this kid was so nice and this kids
mom was like ashes
shes just she was just a nice girl

with him when she you know

now ashes
shes just like totally broke up

its just sad and 1I was never

you know 1I would never

want to trade that for like all the stuff she has

resolving conflict choosing value based careers
stemming from a religious foundation the participants seemed to make distinctions between worldly
and spiritual desires and activities eg worldly desires being excessive wealth gratuitous violence language
and sex

including revealing dress and nudity spiritual desires of maintaining the spirit being educated

raising happy and unified families staying active in the church by participating in church meetings callings

and activities as well as maintaining an individual gospel study and worship

thus participants seemed to

deal with this conflict by first acknowledging the differences within various career choices and interests for

instance and then making conscious decisions to avoid those industries or even hobbies that placed them in
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compromising situations as well as monitoring their desires for those types of worldly desires

f8 walked
fa

away from a modeling career she was once involved in viewing it as worldly and not conducive to her
urles
friessnot
happiness she says she uries
not to want to do that kind of thing
trie
triesnot

and has opted instead to pursue a career

in nursing
178

that whole

industry just makes me sick what theyre doing to kids and especially

shouldnt be allowed

teenage girls is just

that I1 would want to be in

its just not a good industry its not something

like its not desiresome

its not something that appeals to me 1I dont think

1I

sic desirable to me it doesnt

guess thats it 1I would rather just lead

my lifestyle have my family my friends and do my own thing and be happy with myself
havie
than havle
have those are kind of worldly things to me I1 think and I1 try and not want to do that

kind of thing

1I

would never want to go in that industry

and 1I know girls that do it now

and theyre not happy

that 1I grew up with
likewise as indicated previously

fl has opted to pursue law instead of acting and dancing because

it would be difficult for her to merge her religious beliefs and her vocational requirements

FI
fl

1I

mean it would be so fun to be a spokesperson to be an actress and uh it would just be a

blast but I1 think I1 would have a hard time if I1 became famous plus doing a lot of acting
1I

think it would be a trial for me not to want to do big roles it would truly be a trial like

1I

would have to work very hard

and I would not do
1

roles that were contrary to gospel

standards but thats why I1 said I1 would just give up and say 1I wouldnt be able to be an
actress at all

like its sad

but it would be hard not to have this great role and then realize

you are going to have to take the
about

there are PG

13

lords

movies that women

name in vain

cause were not talking

dont have sex or anything but they are going

to want her to wear something really revealing

maybe he the lord would be like

hey this is acting and you can portray someone that maybe wears a sleeveless top or
whatever

1I

dont know if he would or not but id have to just stay really close to the spirit

and make every decision perfectly
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it was interesting to note that the male participants did not see a conflict with these values like the
female participants did they seemed to feel more at ease with the career possibilities available in the media

that would not conflict with their values As one participant said

hollywood can inhibit dreams but it can

also help launch them simply because they have so many media outlets

member check quote

broadway

was mentioned by another male participant as a safer option with a better atmosphere for aspiring LDS
miserables
misembles
rabies which are more in line with
rables
actors and dancers in the sense that it produces plays such as les Mise
gospel teachings

musie and writing were other options suggested by the males of how LDS artists could
music

remain in control of their situations as well as their craft however it was recognized by at least one male
participant that acting in hollywood or in films could be more difficult because they have to do what other

people write

again this gender difference underscores the diversity of ways members of a common

subculture such as the LDS church can view specific issues relating to mediated fame

VALUE CONFLICT body image issues and eating disorders

media pressure to look perfect and be

thin
clearly the most overarching value conflict among all the female participants was the battle between
feeling mediated pressure

particularly by those who are famous

to look perfect and to maintain a healthy

self esteem and acceptance of themselves physically social comparison theory festinger 1954 taken to the
extreme this value conflict among these young LDS women has taken a toll on their individual body images

and self concepts not only causing them internal discord regarding the impossibility of achieving unrealistic
mediated expectations but causing them to literally hate the media and the images therein at times viewing

them as depressing and sad

although these participants did say that viewing unrealistic mediated images can be somewhat
positive temporarily because it motivates them to go work out and to eat well

they expressed that they

experienced more despair when they found themselves unable to maintain the strict ritual they felt would
reward them with desired picture perfect looks

thus the data clearly indicates that body image plays a key

role in the self identity social identity and self esteem of these young women
ironically as an observation from this researcher every single female participant in this study was
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truly stunning physically

possessing much better than average looks yet they still felt intense

particularly from the media to look even better

pressure
explained

the participants

to
to

be like hollywood

as one participant

themselves made comments about the evident beauty possessed by the other

participants and how it was ironic that they would still stress over how they look and that sometimes

its

the prettiest girls who feel the most pressure about their looks
furthermore probably the most significant factor in this conflict was the belief among most of these
young women that

top notch mormon men would not find
if they didnt achieve this model beauty then the topnotch

marryy a religious and cultural tradition tantamount in the mormon religion
many
them attractive enough to man

while the male participants viewed this issue quite differently see male response to female body image
conflict within this value conflict these young women were convinced that thats how all men view this
issue

even the unattractive7 or real religious guys in fact several participants seemed subsequently

conflicted regarding the value of education in their lives because they saw examples of girls that are smart

arry as well as those who werent as smart or educated but were more
and have educations who didnt marry
attractive one participant even questioned whether or not she should exchange her time in college for more
productive time in the gym
gyrn working out in order to attract the best guys

the following triad exchange

illustrates these perspectives beginning with the overall negative sentiment about mediated images

of depressing all laughing

f7
fa

I1 think media is kind

f8
fa

whats sad is all these skinny girls

FT

skinny girls that are nothing like me and so and thats kind of another reason why I1

dont have anything to do with the media because like im not that kind of a person
like 1I havent put on makeup for a year
else is doing you know

like

lets just say that

1I

dont care what everybody

my boyfriend cuts my hair you know so I1 dont know 1I

think thats kind of another reason why im not into the media is just because it doesnt
affect me
SF

well what about you mentioned you like to look at shape magazine for instance

f7
fa

yeah
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SF

if thats how you feel

like how do you feel when you look at like these models that are

super skinny

f7
fa

1I

hate them laughing 1I seriously do OK 1I had a roommate

this is a good example my

first roommate was kind of she kind of had like issues with weight and stuff

isnt totally skinny

but like

looking at it ashes
shes like

me

im

like

she

wed be dishing ice cream or something and shed just stop

this just makes me

like it literally made her depressed

like

like this is stupid 1I hate these people but like her it like literally it would

make her be depressed and shed like diet and shed go and work out for like three
hours you know so like 1I can see how media has a bad effect on people too just in like

things it portrays you know

I1 think because the media because

probably three actors that are overweight you know

and so 1I think
like

shes
oh ashes

or that are

theres what like

like not the perfect body

and because other people put them on a pedestal and because guys are
you know youre like well 1I want to be hot 1I want to you

so hodl
hot

know like what do 1I dot
do

shes got a good body you
and so it comes down to like oh ashes

know and so I1 think on all teenage girls it has a huge effect on how they

how they portray

self esteem and

themselves and stuff

these participants explained that although the media and famous models contribute to a lowered
self esteem these images can be motivating temporarily inspiring them to work out and eat well but they
went on to explain that they wished magazines would portray more realistic looking people

f7
fa

yeah like the best people magazine 1I ever saw was their portraying like fat actresses and
I1 was like

yeah

I1 think the reason the reason all

had a baby and 1I was like

f9
fa

1I

totally agree with it

like

all

of them were fat was because they just

laughing

when 1I look at a shape magazine 1I dont think

to be like that or anything because in my mind set 1I think

oh I1 want

oh you know they just crop

some off here and some off here and maybe she really doesnt look like that in reality

and

so it never really applies to me but 1I mean yeah as a 19 year old person who wouldnt
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want to look like that who wouldnt want you know to be all into all that kind of stuff

but 1I just dont have the time
workout or whatever unless

you know

its

eat this

im

lazy

all

laughing

im frustrated you know

I
1

dont have the time to go

but at the same time

its like yeah

holding up a cookie or whatever and then 1I dont know

were like making huge meatballs
meatballs and stuff

1I

mean I1 think everyone wants to eat healthy

but there are certain extremes that people take

and its because of the magazines and the

media 1I think

f8
fa

shape magazine is interesting

its cool

it has some cool stuff in it sometimes it has some

cool good and healthy recipes and like good ab workouts and stuff like that but they
should also

1I

think 1I think

its cool when magazines take the more realistic approach

like put kind of normal size girls in there and not like show the fat girls as really fat or the
exic and skinny girls but just like normal people like normal girls like us you know
anorexic
anorexia
anor

using them as the models and stuff like that but then again people buy people dont buy

that stuff so thats why they dont do it they do it because thats the skinny is what
sells

the following triad discussion reveals how most of the females admit to comparing themselves
mediated images and how they appreciate seeing normal beautiful women in the media

to

those with whom

they can more realistically identify they also discuss their struggles with admiring immodestly dressed
celebrities

fl

we compare ourselves and you cant help but compare ourselves and it is horrible
know all the women are so disgustingly thin 1I loved ithe
the movie chocolate and

you

the

actress she was so beautiful and she had a normal beautiful figure she was not big at all

but shejust
she just had a normal beautiful figure

and whats wrong for girls is a lot of guys just

like normal girls that have beautiful healthy figures

and they dont necessarily like this

ally mabeal
mcbeal where she looks like she is going to pass out you know what 1I mean they

dont SF laughing and we but the girls we totally have a distorted view on what we
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think is beautiful and it is because of hollywood because thats what 1I see is beautiful
like jennifer love hewitt have you seen the new movie

f2
fa

breakers
heartbreakers9
Heart
heartbreakers

fl

Heart
breakers first of all it should have been rated R it is pretty it was so gross
heartbreakers
but I1 cant help but say that it was totally man
fun
fan

they had the cutest clothes and they were

all

running around seducing men but it was horrible

going

this is disgusting im walking out

laughing but your other side is

but that was the cutest dress

where she got it why cant 1I look like that in a dress

when you realize how human

you really are you have to like protect yourself and be like

are like

like 1I dont like people who

prettyp
preuty
pretty
that is not a cute outfit she just isnt modest so its not prettye

cute and it is really darling looking

all

laughing

I1 wonder

its not modest

because she is

but dont deny the fact

that it is cute faf2 and f3
fa right yeah uh huh

adding to the discussion about being influenced by celebrity comparison f3
fa explained how watching
her favorite TV shows makes her feel pressured to not only look better by eating less or working out at the
gym but to also purchase more products like make up for instance

f3
fa

mabeal or friends
for me right after 1I watch shows like ally mcbeal
all but seriously after I1 watch friends like you look

and

I1

dont want to eat like at

its weird

cause like their skin

is skinny and clear and everything about them you are just like holy cow like 1I get so
overwhelmed cause ill be like
like

make up and 1I have to look
oh my gosh 1I have to go get makeup

just like not just me like 1I am so bad that way like 1I just look up to these people

and im just like idolizing them like britney spears like going back to that 1I like cannot
stand her but yet I1 like idolize her so much because

a lot of guys 1I know are like

who they think is cute like the britney spears the christina aguilaras
Aguilaras
implants like wow theyre not real yeah guys
extensions their

hairs not their hair

after an episode of offriends
friends

im like oh
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they all have

dont understand that and they have

is not even their hair you know
1I

thats

am not even going to eat

but really like

but of course 1I like

dont stay that way and an hour later im eating again but right after the show you just
wright im cuttin back on food
dont want to like for me right after im just alright

1I

need

make up and it just inspires me to be like hollywood
to go get new makeup

social connection to body image conflict
As stated earlier all female participants connected this value conflict to social rewards or
consequences

they detailed how they have been praised or punished by men as well as other members of

their communities simply on basis oftheir
of their physical appearance and while they adamantly connect this issue

with mediated images in all media but particularly magazines they simultaneously emphasize the
aware of their outward appearance or physical presentation in order to avoid being
importance of being aware
award
punished for not looking good for example FI
fl explains that while she was in high school the world seemed
IS pounds A modeling agent encouraged her future career her ballet teacher
to open up to her after she lost 15

expressed approval of her appearance and an ex boyfriend wanted her back

FI
fl

I1 mean it was horrible the different things that reinforced how nice it was to be thin

so many more guys and everyone was so responsive

1I

got

but still your mind starts to get

distorted that thats where your beauty lies and thats where your importance lies in what

took like
you look

but realizing that she was on the verge of an eating disorder FflI1 worked to get her life back into
balance and subsequently gained 15 pounds although she says she was living a healthier life she explains

how she was treated differently by others
FI
fl

my

ballet teachers were like what happened to you

and boys just werent as nice 1I

mean 1I got horrible comments I1 would get mean things like my ballet teacher was just so

angry and told me that 1I just needed to go and diet and you know 1I coulden
couldnt
couldnt dance like
this and so you get all these negative reinforcements telling me OK maybe my value is
placed in that you know

but after some soul searching and input from trusted family members FI
fl decided that her social
success was ultimately determined by her level of self confidence regardless of her weight but she concludes
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by explaining that body image issues are still a daily struggle for her to refrain from trying to measure up
physically to those who are famous and who are frequently mediated making a clear link between this value
conflict and hollywood fame she says she survives by striving to maintain a spiritual perspective which for

her includes looking to her future role as a mother

its still horrible for me

fl

like I1 am fighting

it every day to not want to go revert back to

maes
being really thin but you realize mats
thats going to hurt your children
future
1I

its going to hurt your

satans major tools because
and 1I was thinking about it the other day its one of gatans

think every single girl is so obsessed with what she looks like

its not where our thoughts

should be it totally puts our priorities in wack and if he can make us so distressed to the
point of destroying our bodies then our divine motherhood will be taken away from us we

wont be able to have children which is what that would be his probably one of his greatest
accomplishments

and 1I never thought of it that way before and that is why he works so

hard on women to make them hate their body image

cause 1I have met girls here at BYU

now who cannot have kids 1I dont think anymore cause of you know and eating disorders
everywhere especially in college are horrible

and its definitely hollywood

cause you

turn on the TV every single day and those girls are beautiful and thin and popular and
people do even in everyday world treat you different

they treat you different

As stated all media were blamed for this conflict by all female respondents but magazines were the

primary culprit in contributing to their value conflict concerning body image

f3
fa

magazines definitely

fl

its just they have pictures in there and theyre just so

f2
fa

and their legs are like so tone totally ripped arms that are so skinny

fl

might as well say its not even their real bodies

f3
fa

well the worst part is like like me and my mom we get so mad because well read like
these things on like models or actresses and theyre just like my favorite thing to eat is
french fries 1I just love that

all laughing you do not eat french fries you do not eat ice
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cream and like

its so like

doing everyone a disservice that theyre like

favorite is to go eat french fries and go to Mc
mcdonalds
Donalds and get an ice cream

that you know
its like why do you say thatt

and my

you know and

because they so make you think that

oh

I1 can

eat ice cream like that
SF

took like they do
and then look

f3
fa

yeah so 1I dont know its fifrustrating

oh well then 1I can do that
realize that you cant

1I

well

ill read it and for a minute I1 will be like

can do what they do and still look like that and then you

its physically impossible to have that be your favorite food and to

unless you are doing something else to counteract the effects of that food you know so
1I

fl

dont know its yeah its way frustrating 1I think

that makes me so mad cause its just that

or else

ill be like thats really cool that

ashes just like that and can eat like that
shes

lgee
igee
social connection of body image conflict to the LDS
LPS belief in Marr
marriage

again the following statements illustrate the feelings and beliefs that these females experience in
terms of the direct correlation they believe exists between an attractive appearance and ga
garnering
mering social
success with LDS men these perspectives underscore the complexity of this body image conflict which from

their perspectives is rooted in the media

fl

but you know to end it like this physical appearance is not important but I1 think that
it does influence what kind of guy you are going to get which is the most important
decision of your life

its like

1I

went to a wedding last saturday

and two girls who were

not very educated they were not bright girls nice kind girls righteous girls were not

bright they went to college one of their husbands is going to go to law school in like a
month and the other one is going to MIT to get his MBA in business they are like very
attractive and they dress very well but not educated

and 1I think you know what

1I

better

make sure 1I work out look nice because that sometimes I1 think will influence even a
righteous good man cause even righteous good men will look at what you look like and
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that is the first thing they see so if youre

its wrong

but to be a logical bright person

and realize that for a woman half of what you are going to get is going to be on what you
look like

social consequences with body image

lead to conflicts about education priorities

fl

F 1I thus explains how she has considered spending her time more productively by working out
more as opposed to investing it in her education again emphasizing how body image which is believed to
be influenced by the media is central to these young womens identities and social value

FI
fl

ive been thinking 1I should put more value in working out than 1I should instead of studying
which 1I wont do but 1I was saying to my sister name we would probably get better
husbands cause the girls that are smart from our ward and have educations I1 dont think
they married as well all of them some of them did but the two girls that were beautiful

and came out here got amazing husbands and that 1I think stinks 1I just think that stinks
I1

cause guys will always my husband I1 want to care about the fact that I1 want a huge

education

resolving conflict A basic solution for a complex issue religiosity strategies
while all the females viewed this issue as highly complex with no simple answers and admitted that
they still struggle frequently with this issue their defense was again founded in religious strategies these

individuals seemed to find strength and confidence in simple daily habits such as personal prayer and
individual scripture reading they explained that these habits helped them maintain a perspective on

whats

important in life and helped to diminish the monumental feelings of inadequacy they felt from upward and
downward comparisons with the media

they added that staying close to the gospel helped them to

the spirit more often which helped them feel more confident and secure

feel

furthermore they said that

incorporating an attitude ofgratitudeby
gratitude by counting their blessings helped them be more positive and more

appreciative of what they do have in this life physically or otherwise

all of these strategies of religiosity

they say helped provide them with an overall feeling of increased peace in their lives as seen in the following

triad exchange
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FI
fl

never have resolved this conflict

1I

and people will you know like tell you

ive

I
1

thought about it and thought about it how do you resolve it and not let it affect you every
day cause it can like really affect you it can make you in a bad mood it can make you

just feel upset about it and people will be like oh well pray more or whatever
it is getting closer to the gospel helps me the most but 1I

to me

dont know how to resolve

it

doing the simple things like reading your scriptures can help like taking that time to
sit and put yourself in the proper perspective again

f2
fa

yeah you have to take a step back

fl

take a step back and be like hello

look at yourself and what is truly important read

your scriptures stay close to the spirit and that will help you heavenly father will help
you and will help you get over that 1I think it will be my lifelong struggle 1I do

f3
fa

like the hymn count your many blessings

you know like that is such

its such like

isyou
isyou
a powerful thing cause ifyou
if you really do ifyou
if you take a step back and be like OK 1I have hair

like so many people dont have hair or you

like some of it like you just go to the basics
know what 1I mean

like I1 dont have like

like 1I was telling

f2 1I had this dream that
fa

1I

lost

that my little sister lost like her arms and her leg in a car accident and it was so traumatic
for me and like but now 1I just sit back and
fingers you know

took at like that
its like I1 look

work and then all of a sudden

f3
fa

OK 1I have two arms two legs ten

just the very basic

im like wow

1I

1I

have both eyes that

am pretty like you know what 1I mean

yeah just being grateful for the little things then I1 find that 1I that oh

im not that ugly its just
f2
fa

its like

you know what 1I mean

all

its not that bad

laughing

yeah thats exactly what my mom always says if im like mom

im just complaining

about being fat or whatever my mom will be like

you have two working legs you know

your body works you know youre mind works

and so 1I totally think about that all the

time like its so how ungrateful of me to be sitting here complaining about myself when
1I

have a perfectly normal body that works and thats healthy
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fl

and how hard

it must be like us complaining about ourselves

complaining about other people 1I mean

its

almost as bad as

its a bad thing to sit and complain

about this

wonderful thing that heavenly father sends us

f3
fa

its almost like someones given you a gift
cute and

and youre like wow and say

lets spend a little more time on it next time

how it is you know cause thats like how it is

then were you know

its a little too short

all

he has given

laughing

its not very
thats really

us this wonderful thing and

why are my legs so chunky at the top

were

pretty picky when we were just given this like gift you know
additionally f9
fa says that understanding how the print media for instance manipulate photographic

images of models by air brushing and with computer technology has helped her maintain a healthier
perspective regarding this conflict

f9
fa

its kind of like if I tell myself
1

oh this models really not like that then it makes me

feel better
SF

yeah yeah because if you didnt know that 1I mean if you didnt know that how do you
think you would feel

f9
fa

then

I1 would totally feel the same way the girls are out there

reet
beel
feel
feet like oh
id totally heel

nob
nobodyd
nobodys
odys going to like me because 1I dont look like that or whatever when in reality

just a stupid magazine like

its just ridiculous

its

how magazines and TV shows control

peoples lives whereas we should be controlling those
mith body image
male perspectives on females conflict with
discussion about body image conflict arose unprobed in both female treads
triads as well as in the female

individual interviews while the author hadnt intended to focus so heavily on this issue she allowed the
discussion in all the settings since it seemed to be taking on a life of its own and since one young woman
mentioned that men sometimes suffer from the adonis complex

additionally having read several studies

about how
howobjectification of both females and males has been increasing in the media reichert et al 1999
objectification

though still three times more prevalent for women than for men according to some studies the author chose
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to explore this issue with the males

from their own perspectives of how the media portray men as well as

how the women viewed this issue to see if perhaps the body image conflict could exist in some form among
them as well

the findings were quite the contrary the only conflict the men

seemed to have regarding this issue

conflict could even exist they instead approached this issue from a much
was understanding how this type of ofconflict

more confident and secure perspective than the women for instance they recognized that perhaps they didnt
have the perfect bob
body
bov either but they added that they could have that body if they were willing to spend the

time and make the sacrifices necessary to attain it they simply chose not to use their time like that

furthermore they stated that the females could likewise attain the results they desired if they would stop
sitting around and talking about it but rather spend their time working at it

assuming that the females

were not making efforts unlike the females there was not a tone of fear about the issue

fear that they

might not be able to achieve perfect looks and if they didnt they would not be accepted socially

the male

participants seemed to have an easier time accepting themselves more realistically and feeling at peace with

that raising questions about how females are valued in society how those values are communicated to them
and how they feel and act in response to those issues

additionally while the female participants seemed to be preoccupied with conflicts regarding
appearance and perfection as they relate to media and fame the males seemed to more preoccupied with what
mediated characters actually did or said within a plot while some males appreciated seeing how they act
or hearing their words in relation to a story other male participants engaged in lighthearted fantasies about

achieving extraordinary physical feats interestingly both the male and female perspectives commonly
acknowledged the artificial aspect of hollywood and mediated images yet they were expressed in different
ways

and though both viewpoints seemed to be physical and even emotional in nature the males action

fantasies did not appear to be as much of a value conflict as a preoccupation or media interest that illustrated

how they read and interpret certain media texts regarding fame

the following triad discussion

about the

females struggle with body image in relation to fame and the media illustrate how the males view this issue

quite differently

this difference is also manifested through their expressions about their preoccupation with
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action and adventure mediated characters as opposed to specific body images

again this difference

emphasizes how members of a common subculture can view media issues in dramatically different ways

mil
mii
MI
1

1I

think that the body image issue is totally girls laughing

1I

would love to you

know sure if I1 had an option just to be like extremely ripped or something maybe a body
builder or something but 1I dont care enough to

to some of my friends last semester and they
magazine with almost naked women and

1I

thought it was manny
funny
fanny 1I was talking

girt
girl apartment
its a giri
1I

and they have like this

was like what do you guys have this for

Is this like some lesbian thing or what
whatever
fim
everT 1I was making man
fan of them for it laughing

and they were just like looking at these super skinny girls and most of them were just they
were all like wearing either see through stuff or inappropriate and most of them were pretty

ugly and weird hair styles and like intentionally darkened eyes and like

and a lot of

them were really weird some of them were definitely pretty but they just sat there

oh

yeah cause its just cool to look at it and like they think how cool it would be to look like

that and stuff it wasnt just them
girl

and ashes
shes like yeah it looks so stupid

gives likes the exact same answer

are like

its like everyone in there like

and then 1I asked this

and she asked one of the girls and she

and its like they just like seeing these skinny girls and

oh id be so cool if 1I had that stomach or if 1I had legs like that and 1I think

you guys are dumb

I1 dont understand the complexity a lot of girls seem to have

when it is caused by the media and stuff

m12

its once again about devoting your whole life to something

whereas you can spend your

time doing a lot of things that you would rather do plus for me there are a lot of other
things that are more important than to sit there and building up your body you could be
man
studying and furthering
your mind you know
har
thering
far

MI
ml 1

1I

think girls are so stupid to look at it that way because then you know they want the really

good guys and do they want people to like them for their body or

to be saying itsjust
its just all messed up and warped
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thats like what they seem

and then they are all oh yeah she is so

pretty but 1I dont know why they talk about that because like that is not going to do
anything

like you cant make yourself prettier just by talking about it or anything

think guys have that problem or at least like me

I
1

cant tell if an actor

1I

dont

is handsome or

something
MIO
mlo

1I

agree a lot with like looks and everything but like steven segal

1I

did martial arts

for a long time and like 1I like jackie chan and stuff like that but the movies are you
know theyre movies and everything like that but those people they actually do that stuff

and so people that are like actually not more like with the looks and stuff but like the skills
and stuff like 1I wish 1I could do stuff like that
m12

yeah not just wanting to look like someone like girls oh I1 want to look like that

mii
mil
MI

1I

1

dont know 1I think more from my experience was just definitely limited m12 laughing

but 1I think the girls do what they say

oh guys like it but 1I swear its mostly to impress

other girls is what it seems like to me mostly to impress girls than to impress guys but
the guys know the fact that they are just trying to impress the other girls to like beat them
out

m12

1I

thats a lot of how it appears to me

1I

even have some girls who tell me that

think that a lot of the girls that like arent the you know the hottest cutest girls have the

best personalities

cause a lot of them 1I really dont like to stereotype but from my

experience a lot of the ones that are really cute seems like they know it and they act like
it and a lot of times they act like they are too good

MI
ml 1

its just like they have that power or something

like that

As stated instead of seeking power through physical appearance the males spoke in terms of

seeking power

or at least fantasizing about it

action adventure film and TV characters and
through actionadventure

mediated celebrities again acknowledging both the real and artificial nature of these characters yet still
aspiring to emulate them in behavior rather than appearance

MI
ml 1

it would be cool to be able to do all that like I1 realized how incredibly fake it is

like

the mummy 1I hated the sequel but like the first one you really just go in and see all that
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stuff like thatd be cool but
m12
ml 2

its totally fake

yeah 1I think that a lot of the skills that they portray on movies TV or whatnot are like a
ofttimes
lot oftimes
of times are things that you wish to apply to you but then like a lot of times also on TV

I1 think once again 1I think

its a hyperbole

1I

think they like they do exhibit talents and

things but 1I think they do it in some exaggerated mode sometimes

mii
mil
MI

well like everything that james bond does is totally fake

m12

yeah exactly but then again like if you look at something like jackie chan

1

1I

mean you

cant computer animate like that hes doing what hes doing and its real

mii
mil
MI

yeah

m12

yeah thats really cool you got to think thats hard to do all those stunts he has been

1

I1 admire

that he does like he does all his stunts which is very rare

known to like hurt himself once in a while

MI
ml 1

hes a horrible actor

m12

I1 dont care though just cause

MI
ml 1

yeah you dont go to movies just to watch the acting

1I

think but 1I dont know

VALUE CONFLICT pressure to be perfect

all

laughing

its impressive to watch him

perpetuated

by

the media

stemming from the body image conflict discussions another gender related issue that emerged
among the females was the pressure on LDS women to be perfect
way

not just physically but in every

intellectually emotionally spiritually and socially as well participants clearly articulated that not only

do they compare themselves with other LDS women who seem perfect

the media

but this pressure is aggravated by

tempting them with conflicting voices and perspectives regarding their priorities and pressuring

them with superhuman life expectations

as well as apathy

a loss of hope

the consequence

as seen by these participants included depression

and thus the desire to carry on or even attempt something in life because

they felt like they could not do it ali
air perfectly as expressed in the following triad discussion
ail
all

fl

OK 1I heard mat
that one of the highest depression rates is among LDS women

probably the

majority in utah 1I dont know 1I dont know the statistics but probably cause utah has

more of a mormon culture and 1I can definitely see how the media has influenced that
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because

they need to have children and

LDS women they do have a lot a pressure

then still they feel that they

and that this is what usually impacted by the media if they

see these housewives on television who look great and their kids are so happy and always

took cute and their husband comes home the house is clean and that is hard when you
look
have six kids and you know you are trying to be a wonderful mother

totally impacted LDS women in the church

and so I1 think its

trying to be everybody and everything

women try to do everything now days and 1I think sometimes the other things that are
more important suffer and a lot of women work in the church and you cant judge that
ocause
4cause
cause some people have circumstances and

im

a woman that 1I love

probably want to be a lawyer or be a professor of history or whatever
circumstances are different

1I

am going to

and

ill

some

so you cant judge it but 1I think sometimes they shouldnt

be working and they are and thats influenced by the media it makes it so appealing and
fial VS
fili
ilke
like
keAlty
powerful
power
ally
aily

weal
leal once again
leai

the church is wonderful with how they treat

their women and 1I think that as a woman in the church

its a wonderful experience but

sometimes the media distorts like maybe makes us feel like we cant hold the
priesthood or things you hear on the media
1I

and if you know the gospel you are fine but

think they can distort woman and theres people that probably go inactive because of it

you know because the feminists and what they believe is powerful and they can make us
feel like

f3
fa

well theyre not letting me do this and dont you realize this and you know

well a lot of times you get like 1I know 1I feel like the church is hard because were not
expected to do so much but like sometimes you feel I1 dont know whats the word just
like that you are not you are so far from where you should be

like everyone just seems

like when you go to church and you see everyone and their kids and they are happy and
they are just so righteous and you are just like oh my gosh 1I
so easy to just take the other way

taken and like

its just so easy

like how they people

its like

looks

in hollywood the path they have

so you just get so overwhelmed
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and then

and then that just adds

to
it
toil
SF

so overwhelmed like you will never be able to measure up

123
173

yeah and so why yeah it influences me
they dont have this like

friends they have a great time in life and

they are not involved in this religion so maybe

like makes me think twice about my values which is so bad

its not

it

thats when 1I really have

1I
to be like OK what am IT

f2
fa

totally 1I think that 1I do that a lot like theyre fine like if im depressed or something
you go to church and see everyone is happy and doing well and theyre bearing their

testimony and they are so grounded and they know it without a doubt and then 1I just
doubt myself
even worse

and then I1 come home and watch friends

or whatever and then just feel

and so yeah

resolving conflict striving to maintain proper priorities
treads and one on one interviews produced no evidence of how the females resolved this conflict
the triads

however in subsequent member checks one informant explained how choosing your battles and being
at peace with your priorities can help resolve this conflict and help women feel better about themselves and
less swayed by mediated opinions and examples

like many of these young women they sought resolutions

to their individual value conflicts not only through religious strategies but also through the examples of their
own mothers

FI
fl

you have to keep your priorities straight like my mom is totally secure with her role as
a wife and a mother she has raised a family of great kids who are successful and who love
her and she is at peace with that so someone else could come along and try to tell her that
ashes
shes missing out on something

else in life and it wouldnt even faze her

also its

important to remember that the gospel has nothing to do with being perfect we are saved
by grace

and its like if we try to become perfect all on our own then its like were not

accepting me
the savior because

its only through him that we can become perfect

check quote
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member

VALUE CONFLICT idol worship and celebrity emulation
Entertain
entertainmentfor
entertainmentor
mentor
Entertainment
for men

guilty pleasures for women pure

most participants felt that various celebrities TV shows andor music were not in accordance with
entertaining or trendy

gospel ideals but they enjoyed consuming them anyway because they were fun

however what was revealing was only the young women felt guilty about participating while the young
men felt that they could separate characters and entertainment from reality
conflicts

females experienced internal

from these mediated experiences that featured famous people whom they admired

they indicated

that the more they incorporated these mediated elements into their lives the more acceptable some of their
behaviors seemed thus they consider these celebrities shows andor music to sometimes be trials or
temptations because the more they watched them individually the more they revered them and wanted to

be like them

this gender difference

suggests diversity in the way LDS males and females process media

messages and attach value judgements
judgements as well as personal connections and behaviors to those messages
resulting in the presence or the absence of guilt
some examples were clear cases ofparasocial relationships baudrillard 1983 rubin and mchugh
1987 as several participants confessed to forgetting that actors were not really their characters and that their

other behaviors and perspectives exemplified social learning theory

characters were not actually real

bandura 1964 primarily via appearance awareness for women and action trends for the men still the
temptation toward idol worship seemed to cause some level of internal dissonance guilt confusion and

ultimately a value conflict within the participants if the mediated behavior

or behavior of the actual

celebrity was not in line with gospel principles and standards overall this value conflict
in the following triad discussion about idol worship

positive and negative uses of fame in their lives
those who are famous and

fl

1I

think

rqn
rq4

as illustrated

rqn
rq7

addresses the research questions concerning

rqn
rq8

the

what LDS youth are learning and emulating from

how do they tie religiosity into those conversations about fame

its difficult

cause you go to the movie theaters and like there are certain actresses

I1 look up to like audrey hepburn 1I already mentioned her ashes
shes amazing ashes
shes done
amazing things with her life she used her talent to reach out and help others
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and many

actors do that and actresses but we tend to want to idolize them

and you have your two

sides your logical side or and when you think about things logically and then your side that

is influenced dramatically by the media

like ill go to the

movie and say gwyneth

paltrow is in it and ill just think she is the awesomest
awesome st person and

she is so amazing

isyou
if you met her and you know but theyre nothing like
and you wish you could meet her and ifyou

that but you look at them like they have done like
you think really

gramby awards are huge and
the grammy

thats really great that theyve done all that stuff and the acting is

awesome and 1I really look up to it cause there is a bunch of bad actors out there you

know you see keanau
keanan reeves and you start appreciating good actors and acting is a
wonderful talent but it shouldnt be idolized the way it is like they have done some
amazing thing but we do and like jennifer anniston 1I complained about her but 1I love

her 1I think she is laughing so fun

and 1I look at her hair styles and all 1I think

OK

thats whats in you know and you look at her clothes and you say thats whats in
and it makes you

f3
fa

its tempting its very tempting

see im mod
bad
tod because 1I like
come into play I1 think

ill see that and like 1I sometimes my logical side doesnt like

its just

well we just like her

shopping 1I do think would she wear that

fl

well it does yeah

and it totally does tempt you

like really im glad when im

but it does yeah

cause she is whats in

ashes friends the top show
cause shes

whats in style ashes
shes going to be wearing it
some participants viewed these celebrities as bigger than life that helped them escape from the
mundaneness of their own lives and that they often feel a part of the mediated scenarios

fl

it is like you see them as superhuman

and movies can effect you OK books movies

its also the fact that they did movies you watch them

they take you out of your normal

life

f3
fa

well 1I feel like 1I am part of
offriends
friends like I1 think

like

its like rachael

phoebe and f3
fa right

I1 watch every single like 600 and 1000 every day and like the 700 one on
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thursday and like I1 tape them and its pathetic but like really I1 feel like I1 am part of
it

and then when you watch ER

you feel like you are

f3
fa

yeah you are like green

fl

yeah 1I thought green was going to die yesterday 1I for some reason got this intuition and
me and my friend are like holding each others hands like its real and

its because its

a story and stories are so fun and they are not like 1I am reading harry potter like if
1I

met him like hes real but yeah yeah and

we love these characters but you have to

its not a bad thing

it is not a bad thing that

its not reality its not real

OK harry
bany potter
hany

is not real no matter how much 1I want it to be it feels real especially movies

cause

books you are reading a book you have to imagine but movies it is right there and
seems so real

f3
fa

yeah and you dont have to read anything you just sit there

fl

it took me so long to realize that there were no spocks
scocks and there were no cling ons that
cling ons were not real all laughing cause I1 was a trekie
teekie for so long fa
ff21
2 I1 was too

youre so much like a clingon
cling on and your cling ons are not real there is no such thing
this becomes part of your culture
often the participants explained how they would get completely lost in a story and forget that the
actors

arent actually the characters
f3
fa

cause you feel like when you whenever 1I watch like a movie and say like sandra
bullocks in it you know 1I like always forget that she is playing a character and she is not
playing like herself and so like I1 feel like like

its weird because you see them on whatever

theyre doing and so youre like oh thats how they are and like you kind of think
theyre like that but then you see them in other things that are like in real life and they are
not at all like that and so you just kinda want to know what they are really like but that

makes me curious

its like what are they really like

these same participants explained how seeing celebrities wear certain immodest clothes tempt
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them to act against their values illustrating the internal struggle these young women often experience even
in simple things

f3
fa

I1 do like britney

spears like and I1 hate that and im frustrated with myself because of

that you know 1I dont know

its wrong

SF

because you dont agree with her values

f3
fa

yeah and she just does such a disservice to all these poor little girls like me who are just
already struggling and then she adds to it
are just so dang immodest and then 1I just think

just coming across as the outfits she wears

oh the outfits cute well

like that and so ill wear that and what really its not and

1I

want a shirt

its hard because I1 think she

is so cute and so talented and can dance and can sing and is funny and just 1I dont know

its hard
apold
avoid
ResolvingConflict
resolvingconflict young women justify behavior live with conflict or A
void artist altogether
young men avoid conflict by embracing the message but not the messenger
some of the young women justified or overlooked the behavior of their artists of choice in exchange
for more wholehearted musical enjoyment pardoning
pardon ing the performers in the spirit of no

theyre thinking about the music for instance not the person

ones perfect or that

however as in the earlier example of

dennis rodman most females were rather conflicted with the notion that they enjoyed something that they
knew was bad

thus their resolution was to either continue in their guilty pleasures and just live with

the conflict or as the participant below explained avoid the artist completely in exchange for more internal
integrity

fl

1I

cant even watch richard gere anymore 1I used to love him but after I1 read and heard

some negative things about him I1

cant even watch him because im thinking about all

those things that he did same with

tom cruise

1I

find it really difficult to separate the

actor from their character so 1I just avoid them altogether member check quote

As previously indicated the young men explained that they did not experience conflict with this
value because they felt that they had the ability to separate the art from the artist ma
m4 based his awareness
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of the issue on religious or moral foundations but in order to cope with the chasm between supporting great
he simply separated the dissonance into two

music for instance created by a not so great musician
categories

the art and the artist

allowing himself to embrace the message but not the messenger

this

conflict resolution strategy is an example of how these the males are capable of welcoming certain aspects of
fame into their lives and rejecting others responding to the research questions about

negative uses of fame in their lives as well as

rqn
rq8

rqn
rq7

the positive and

what LDS youth are learning and emulating from those

who are famous

the leader of the beach boys

ma
m4

his name is brian wilson

many people really know about and

theres this music that not

its really classical based type of music

but within a

sort of a popular music context and it in some of the things that he did with harmonies and

alize or just 1I mean music today doesnt even touch it even
um and uh instrumentationalize
instrumentation
though the recordings are ten times more clean or whatever ais
As
als a personal personal man

brian wilson went through many years of drug use and had a hard time and he is deaf
in one ear but yet he can he has perfect pitch and he can create waterfalls of sound

but its really hard to love somebody like that because 1I think coming from my moral
background

its tough to look beyond it

but 1I think that 1I have really by just thinking

about the music quite a bit but as a person 1I mean he shows a lot of love to his family
now and he shows a lot of personal traits that I1 think are very admirable now but I1 think

that if you focus on his music 1I think you will be alright

1I

had to sort of separate the

social from the musical whatever 1I wouldnt call it that 1I would

familial from the

musical so 1I had to separate some things with that but 1I think he is just a genius
sons A gendered approach
simpsons
simpsonf
friends vs the Simp
rmsons

while this value conflict again heralds the idea that there is a wide diversity of talk about fame
within the LDS youth subculture it was thus interesting to observe the two different gendered approaches
regarding the selected TV sitcoms the two communities most commonly chose to illustrate their feelings and

examples

the

program selection itself seemed to be gendered as the females most frequently chose
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sitcov that focuses primarily on human connections to explain what they liked and disliked
friends a sitcom
about fame and hollywood and to describe the value conflicts which often encompassed various character
traits of the
me actors andor characters of the show see prior VALUE CONFLICTS for more detailed dialogue

about friends
life

Simp sons
and the male community most frequently chose the simpsons
simpsins

a satirical illustration of

as their preferred television show describing it more as an escape from everyday life or valuing it for

its random humor
Simp sons for
simpsins
the females seemed to personalize friends more than the males personalized the simpsons

instance as f3
fa explained she felt like one of them

phoebe rachel and

f3
fa as she watched the show nearly

a dozen times a week F
fl1I cited various examples of body image and moral issues as she watched friends
explaining her personal conflict with enjoying the show for its humor but recognizing that these characters
han
fun
fan to be able to
andor people were not who she should want to idealize most women indicated that it was man

identify with their single and happy lives

morals aside

and to observe and emulate the characters

styles and physical appearances
hairstyles
fashion trends individual hair

the
watched

males however seemed to be able to disconnect themselves more than the females as they

simpsons
sons while they acknowledged being able
simpsins
the Simp

to relate to certain instances or episodes in

the show which contributed to its humor they said they enjoyed it purely for entertainment despite the fact

that many of the plot lines and character examples illustrate ideals that are contrary to the family values that
were so often talked about and idealized by these male participants

they continually discussed the

importance of a stable family particularly a solid father figure in todays world yet were particularly
enamored with homer simpson

the very antithesis of what they said they wanted to be

the intriguing part of this aspect of the discussion was that both the males and the females seemed
to acknowledge the gap in morals ethics or ideals between their religious ideals and the ideals of their
favorite TV shows but the females seemed to personalize it more and felt conflicted over it whereas the males
seemed to distance themselves from any conflict or guilt about it whatsoever taking the show at face value

and enjoying it for pure entertainment purposes

this difference exhibited by the two gendered approaches

suggest that though part of a common LDS subculture both genders read and even emotionalize media texts
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quite differently

yet they are generally unified within their own genders

Simp
simpsons
simpsins
psons
the sim

U

A male bond
escare
n escape
bonding

Simp sons seemed to provide a creative outlet or escape from the participants everyday
As stated the simpsons
simpsins

reality taking them to places they wouldnt dare go in real life

with homer simpson leading the way

this

functional dad seemed to amuse the male participants as he lead these young men to a land
dysfunctional
big hearted yet dys

of stupidity disrespect irresponsibility and self indulgence a humorous mediated retreat that ironically
allowed them to experience what they would never actually choose to become when asked what they liked
best about the simpsons
Simp sons some responded with stupid humor
simpsins

and 1I get mat
that no one else in the room will get

and the jokes that my brother

they described it as a guy thing cause girls dont like it

and as a hyperbole that while it portrays real life
between reality and fantasy

randomness

it exaggerates it so

its easy to tell the difference

Simp sons makes them feel successful in their
simpsins
they also said that watching the simpsons

own lives suggesting perhaps a downward comparison trend

the following
association

triad discussion details a group analysis of this TV sitcom
sitcov that boils down to character

simpsons
simpsins
or disassociation with the various members of the Simp
sons clan

again the data suggests that

these young men enjoy this show so much because it allows them to vicariously experience scenarios they
would never actually pursue

or that society would not allow them to pursue

in real life

ma
m5

its all about homer

ma
m4

yeah 1I like the comic book guys cause 1I had a friend in high school who was very
sarcastic and his sense of wit was exactly like his

ma
m6

I think
1

Simp sons has like a character to portray like different personalities every day
simpsins
the simpsons

one can identify with you so maybe even subconsciously we find ourselves clicking with

the show because we can relate to it in some way or another they are so general that most
people can relate except for girls which we dont know why

all laughing

I1 think

homers randomness sometimes because I1 am a pretty random guy too and you know
1I

remember when he goes to events and stuff and he usually has a little pennant and the

thing is that pennants usually have the proper name of whatever the thing is like if it is a
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they re going to have the name of the team there on the pennant instead
basketball game theyre

he has team

so its like and one time he tried to break into the school the principal

stopped and says

are you a student here

am go school

and he has a little thing that has school

and he says

1

I think it is most certain that I1

on it so it is just so

thats

the randomness it is just the it catches you off guard and it is beautiful

ma
m6

homer gets away with like things that you know you only wish you could do and so I1
think of other times you know he lives the other life that a lot of guys wish they had you

know where homer lies is sitting in a nuclear power plant and just eating donuts

all

laughing

ma
m5

I1 love the way he is just so stupid

and how he just has this rage that comes into him every

now and again and hell just be like why you little

and all and he is just so stupid and

its just

and then he is choking his son

hanny
funny
so manny
fanny laughing

he has always got

something that he is upset about that he is like these guys are really

flanders or

whatever it is he has always got something in the back of his mind that he is really ticked

off at and he is going to voice it if he has to

ma
m6

Simp sons is definitely a portrayal of real life and I1 think that most people
simpsins
it is just that the simpsons

who watch it enjoy
enipy
enily it and realize that so I1

dont think you can have like a homer in real

life or any of those characters in real life explicitly but I1 think

its like an ideal

I1

dont

fun
fan comical ideal for us
know man

ma
m4

1I

think it is like a sort of fantasia for comedy maybe because it is also a different comedic

styles that go on 1I mean

ma
m5

umm
urm
um
its just urn

they got like the grounds keeper willy whos
chos got a real thick irish or scottish accent and
he is always getting to mop up work or what not and hell make comments in his accent
manny
hunny
hanny
fanny
which is really funny

fanny character
and so just like that or just anything barts a real manny

too because he is always getting into trouble and uh

ma
m4

and he has always remained

10 years old for
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the past 10 years

ma
m5

and then they have grandpa who is old and senile and cant do anything

by himself so he

is a manny
funny
fanny character just like everybody

ma
m4

yeah but I1 think there is an empathy with the humanism of the show but we realize that

its fake and it is not real
ma
m6

1I

so we can laugh at that

mean like some of the things that happen if they would have been real life you know

most people would probably find them pretty atrocious ma
m5 yeah 1I agree with that but
1I

think that most people who watch the show can enjoy it and can identify that this is you

know a comedy and not something meant to be followed

ma
m5

ma
m6

and if homer was a real dad I1 dont know he just would be the horrible dad
but 1I dont think the show would detract from our our our vision of our own families or
anything

ma
m4

its

pure entertainment is what it is

its not

like the full house living models

all

laughing

resolving conflict

pure entertainment perspective

As with other conflicts the males seemed to believe that they could effectively distinguish between
Simp sons they explained that they would never dream of
entertainment and reality in shows such as the simpsons
simpsins

actually becoming homer but it gave them great pleasure to watch him in action As stated above one
participant described the show

as well as much of the media

as a hyperbole or an exaggerated depiction

of life therefore he explained that he could watch it and enjoy it for pure entertainment sake without it
actually affecting who he became another participant explained that in terms of celebrity the characters on
Simp sons are just that characters not real celebrities
simpsins
the simpsons

thus he didnt

see himself in a fan role per

se but more just enjoying various characters in a show another male participant justified this behavior by

leaning on institutional judgment saying

its not like the general authorities have come out and said that

homer simpson is a bad role model

As a group they also again revisited the foundation of a solid

family upbringing and how that came into play in reconciling this media choice that is inconsistent with

their ultimate goals of being a functional father and husband they also incorporated family upbringing as
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a source of strength in combating these potential media dangers by being able to recognize the difference
between fantasy and reality ironically however one male participant explained that

sons was
Simp
simpsins
the simpsons

actually forbidden in his home growing up these perspectives are illustrated in the following triad exchange

ma
m6

1I

think a lot to do with that is just how you are brought up and your family around you I1

see my sister as you know led a successful life she has made it all the way through on a
mission and through medical school now she is married with children and now 1I see that

she has done it and it makes me want to do it too so I1 think everybody can relate on some
level to that just by their brothers or sisters or their

parents example too 1I think reality

sets a way better precedent than what the media can give me to you know build a good
household a good life a good future that you envision just because you know you see it

happen in real life whereas in the media theyre all nice and pretty

ma
m4

1I

urm
m6 really said it cause what your upbringing is cause urn
um thats the basis
think that ma

for your whole life and if you have a very bad upbringing you know its

and my parents

Simp sons cause when 1I was not allowed to watch the
never really let me watch the simpsons
simpsins

Simp
simpsons
sons until 1I was about 14
simpsins

all

laughing and agreeing

1I

think my parents just

didnt want it and 1I think they had to cut the cord sometime but no 1I think that really
good parenting is what accounts for how we are today that we can look into the future
today well not look into the future but foresee the future as being a pretty good place

ma
m5

I1 just agree and just parenting your family in general

like 1I said my uncle and his family

and theyve always lived real close to us and we always have holidays every holiday and
anything that we ever do you could just do with them and like vacation and stuff like that

and they were good people they are good people my parents are good people and
1I

its just

guess that if you are surrounded by people that love you and actually generally care about

you then you kind of gravitate and want to be like them
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Wasting time on unimportant things
temptationswasting
VALUE CONFLICT visual media Temptations

the

primary value conflict among the males was expressed concern over mediated images or

entertainment that was not in line with gospel principles which was also associated with wasting time on
unimportant things they viewed this pervasive information as a temptation that they had to approach with
cautionary discretion wisdom and constant self monitoring various issues included such discussions as the
coining in contact with inappropriate internet images increased number of films that contain higher
ease of coming

amounts of sexual content bad language or violence and institutional religious strategies of not only how
to avoid the pitfalls of these temptations but how to define and recognize them in the first place these issues
are evident in the following triad discussion

ma
m5

im actually

in one of the religion classes 1I am taking this semester is teachings of the

in which it tells that we read some 45 conference talks by different

living prophets

general authorities

im doing that right now

lots of talk about the media

and theres lots and lots and lots and

of just to stay away from the
and a lot of warning and a lot ofjust

big one pornography is there really hitting on computer a lot

and 1I guess that it just the

era came up on us so quickly that they really couldnt set any guidelines the way it should
be and they said

its free

so then they have these people come on and just pervert it and

make it into some of the worse things that you can imagine on and you can just get it
whenever you want

if you are hooked up to the internet and you have to be a monitor to

yourself when you are on the internet you cannot someones not gonna be like except
for if you have parents and theyre like what are you looking at
att and stuff like that but
1I

umm you go in our room and shut the door and we can you
urm
think with us in college here um
urn

know whatever we want to see we can see and so

its like

1I

think it is like for a lot of

people it is so hard to be self controlled to be in control of what you are actually looking at

and what you are doing

and uh just 1 media is such a big thing for all aspects of life

1I

know satan knows this and what a better way than to make the media into something that

isnt good
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ma
m6

well they always have the cautionary talks about being weary of what is going on in the
media 1I find that is very true and what they are saying is pretty wise just because there

is a lot of filth up there that you know you really dont benefit from seeing it not if you

dont have the morals there if you dont have the morals theres still no point in seeing like
grotesque murders or rapes or things because it detracts from humanism because why
would people want to aspire to do that but aside from that in the last general conference

there was 1I cannot remember exactly who it was either elder ballard or elder oaks said
something about wasting too much time with little aim to do anything right 1I notice that
sometimes 1I sit in front of the computer and waste hours and accomplish nothing

yes the

media does 1I found that really true that 1I do waste a lot of time now that 1I think of it just
really accomplishing nothing 1I think that was pretty safe advise to and um yeah just they

make you realize more important things in life I1 think uh you know theres bigger and
better things out there than just wasting time sometimes

resolving conflict
conflic following the prophet and church leaders

like the

female participants all male respondents incorporated religiosity strategies as defense

mechanisms against these value conflicts these tactics also included strategies for safeguarding themselves

against specific visual media internet and films in particular deemed potentially dangerous by the males

the importance of and willingness to follow the prophet and church

leaders was reiterated over and over and

it seemed to provide them with the strength and confidence that they could prevail against these pervasive

mediated temptations they explained that things like pornography arent specifically discussed in the
scriptures but the prophet and general authorities talk about it all the time

member check quote

they

added that developing habits of self discipline as seen in the prophets example media literacy as cautioned

by other church leaders and the courage to walk out of an inappropriate movie or simply turn off a
television show that was not congruent with the teachings of the gospel helped them cope with these conflicts

additionally like the females emphasis on the value of motherhood in relationship to incorporating positive
role models the males brought up the significance of a solid family upbringing as a strategy when dealing
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with these types of trials they also again emphasized the importance of a strong family in this day and age

particularly a strong father to lead the family in a positive direction and help family members succeed in life

ma
m5 for instance explained how he tries to stay directed while on the internet so he wont get into trouble
ma
n15
m5

usually 1I dont like to surf the web per se just because that leads into trouble

if 1I get on

a computer and 1I know what 1I want to look up and 1I know what 1I want to find 1I can do

that and then get off and then

im done with it and then with the TV something

comes

up that is not good 1I dont really particularly like to sit and watch and you just turn to a
different station

ma
Hinck
hinckleys
R
resident
leys example of self discipline when combating these types
m4 gains strength from president
esident
of temptations
ma
m4

larry king was interviewing president hinckley and asked him if you know temptation
you
is hard for yout

and he was like no and how is it that you can overcome temptations

stuff
like the media or stufft

and president hinckley said self discipline

discipline is a key you know

I1 think self

basically it is up to you and nobody is ever going to watch

you or guide you all your life and the person that makes the choices and makes wise choices
is yourself
1I

if everybody in this world had self discipline you know one way or the other

think it would be a better more controlled place

the triad exchange below illustrates

specific defense strategies incorporated by these males battling

the visual image conflict
I walk out

of movies

MI
ml I1 and 1I were watching

m12

11

ml 1

we rented medicine man from the BYU bookstore

m12

its crap

ml 1

yeah its PG

m12

its like an X rated show its PG

MI
mii1
mil

its because they have another movie we watched the mission with deniro

13

but like
13

had a similar

thing but that one was just PG but it was because for the same reason there were all of
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these native people that they could be totally topless naked and everything and

its OK

like they are not real people or something
SF

like the national geographic

mil1
mii
MI

yeah exactly like I1 guess in a sense it is definitely more appropriate for them to be topless

sort of thing

than you know one of us or something because thats their culture and so it is not wrong
for them but it is wrong to us though so like if it was in their culture the movie would be

coming out like sure rate it PG because that is their every day thing and thats part of their
society and they dont do it in like a sexual way but 1I think we associate nudity with sex

like most of the time and so for us 1I dont think it should be PG or PG
another movie also like sean connery m12

oh

yeah

13 but

there

hes really good and he is like the

producer and stuff and there were just tons of like that stuff and then 1I think there were two

F
F words in that and we stopped for that and it was really

I1

think actually think that

the rating system has got to be stricter since the 80s because like
m12

that movie was like in

1989 or something and it was PG 13

we were appalled at what

they were showing 1I mean unbelievable

MI
ml 1

the language is still bad
was so bad 1I

and sex was applied in most every PG 13 movie but the nudity

didnt see titanic but as far as 1I know that was like the only PG

13 movie

that 1I have seen thats had explicit nudity in it but theyre still definitely wrong yeah so
1I

would rather walk out or just not see it but 1I mean if I1 do see it

its not like

well 1I say

doesnt change me 1I guess 1I wouldnt know but you know its not like 1I just go out and
do whatever but 1I dont think

its right but you definitely have to be well grounded in

mormons they usually know right from wrong but some
Mormons
what you know first because cormons
people just follow whats out there

m12

I1 think

its just like I1 think

over the years they have gotten a little more lenient with what

a PG 13 is cause 1I like a lot of PG

13

like a few years ago 1I

like as many cuss words in them you know
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dont remember them having

mii
mil
MI1

it is like different things have changed

m12
ml 2

I1 mean it seemed like a while ago you could watch a PG 13 movie and maybe every once

in a while not see sex in it now like every movie

thats PG

13 1I

you can almost guarantee there is going to be sex in it you know

mean maybe even PG

and then there is going

to be violence for the most part too you know

while these gendered approaches to favored prime time sitcoms and value conflicts clearly polarized
the LDS male and female participants in terms of their value conflicts with mediated fame it was interesting
to discover that both genders likewise incorporate unique religiosity strategies as they seek to resolve these
conflicts while both genders were united in relying on religious guidance to resolve these conflicts the
females most often spoke in terms of staying close to the gospel or to the spirit by reading scriptures
or praying regularly or by being grateful for ones blessings in contrast the males spoke more frequently
yellowing the prophet or general authorities citing references from general conference talks these
of following
LDS church leaders had delivered

thus this information has interesting ramifications regarding not only

how male and female LDS youth perhaps view the media differently but how they incorporate gendered
approaches to religiosity how they talk about it and how they incorporate specific practices into their
individual lives

contradictions ABOUT FAME AND MEDIA
though a significant big effects tradition was assumed by these participants as previously mentioned
very few expressed up front that they were personally effected by the media with any significance

their

comments were initially couched primarily in third person effect further these youth did not consider
themselves to be gin
fans
fin or people who adopted mediated role models

yet deeper discussion and observation

revealed that those same individuals were in fact significantly influenced by the media in various ways and

they did in fact exhibit some fan behavior including the acquisition of fame paraphanalia
paraph analia

this suggests that

the participants perceptions did not always match their habits for instance this participant confidently
stated up front

ma
m5

well 1I dont think I1 have any media role models thinking when I1 was a kid
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I1

cant ever

anybodyd picture up on my wall that I1 really admired for any
remember having any of anybodys
sports or anything

yet later discussion and observation revealed that he did indeed have posters up on his
walls

posters of curley from the three stooges and the philadelphia eagles specifically he was also

wearing an eagles hat during our discussion furthermore it was revealed that he used his encounters with
famous celebrities in some ways as a mode of social clout among his friends

for instance when asked why

non famous speaker he explained that he would prefer
he would choose to listen to a famous speaker over a nonfamous
a famous speaker just because he is famous
famous

saw

and so that he could have a link with someone who was

he said he enjoyed returning to his friends after a celebrity encounter and saying guess who 1I just
and that the experience might cause his friends to think more highly of him this behavior is a

significant contradiction to his earlier claim of not being a fan

another participant indicated that he didnt have much time for the media as follows
ma
m6

no no

I1

dont watch the TV for a while now just once in a while for fun but that is

mainly a source of entertainment 1I dont have too much time for entertainment these days
in the source of media

yet he later shared with the group his affinity for the simpsons
Simp sons and how he has the complete
simpsins
Simp
simpsons
simpsins
sons on CD which he watches periodically on his computer along with viewing movies on his computer

as well

he seemed well versed on the show in the discussion providing several well thought out analyses

of the show
ma
m6

1I

think the simpsons
Simp sons has like a character to portray like different personalities every day
simpsins

one can identify with you so maybe even subconsciously we find ourselves clicking with
the show because we can relate to it in some way or another they are so general that most
people can relate except for girls which we dont know why

all

laughing

I1 think homers randomness sometimes because I1 am a pretty random guy too and you

know

homer gets away with like things that you know you only wish you could do

and so 1I think of other times you know he lives the other life that a lot of guys wish they
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had

you know where homer lies is sitting in a nuclear power plant and just eating

donuts

all laughing

I1 mean like some

of the things that happen if they would have been real life you

m5 yeah 1I agree with
know most people would probably find them pretty atrocious ma

that but 1I think that most people who watch the show can enjoy it and can identify that
this is you know a comedy and not something meant to be followed

see the simpsons
Simp sons A male bonding escape or for more complete discussion
simpsins
additionally this participant has a varied CD collection which he says he listens to regularly and
added that his computer is his gateway to the media for entertainment playing games viewing movies as

well as internet research for school

this reality

contradicts his earlier claim of the media not being a

significant part of his life

another participant saw herself as unaffected by the media particularly TV because her dad turned
it off for good nine years ago

for the same reason she did not view herself as a fan in particular because

of her perceived detachment from the media she does however currently watch TV quite regularly read
various magazines use a computer play video games listen to CDs and attend music concerts she was also

very vocal about the value conflict regarding eating disorders instigating the topic herself and then
correlating it directly to
the media saying 1 I think media is kind of depressing because of all these skinny
tome
girle which she says have a negative effect on her self esteem because theyre nothing like her therefore
girls

medla because she doesnt feel represented
she tries to have nothing to do with the media
still however she demonstrated signs of being affected by the media with which she claims not to
affiliate

for instance during a triad discussion about magazine models she adamantly said

1I hate them

because their perfect physical standard perpetuated by the media depresses people and has bad effects on

the self esteems of all teenage girls

she said that her favorite issue of people magazine was one that

featured fat actresses even though their reason for being fat and thus being featured in the magazine was
manther
marther
further explained why she appreciates the polynesian
that they all had recently given birth to babies she farther

culture so much because you dont feel so bad about your body
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Polyne sians
because theres tons of fat polynesians

f7
fa

its

like cool like oh youve gained some weight

hawaii

its so funny

the polynesians
Polynesians because 1I mean

eat until they cant walk and

its

like a good thing

im a pig

so I1 like to eat

like

in

and they

fun
fan
its so man

see VALUE CONFLICT body image section for more compete discussion
furthermore when topics interested fa
f7 such as surfing LDS athletes or preferred musicians she
suddenly became a more enthusiastic fan of sorts she explained how she follows her favorite guitarist ben

sweat shirts with
harper for example from one concert to the next and has purchased merchandise such as sweatshirts
his name on it for instance she explains other scenarios of actually meeting her idols

and admitting to

being somewhat star struck

f7
fa

like watching surf view its like if 1I see him walking down the street id be like
youre dan why you know

like youre awesome

you know

its kind of

its a fame thing youre just like youre so and so and it goes
like intertwined in the same like theres like ulterior motives for like

1I

be like

it is

dont know its all

hes famous

to get to know him but then theres also like because of who they are and
weird but yeah totally like in hawaii

yeah

I1

want

its all its

id be walking and id see some pro surfer and id

youre youre chris malloy you know and hes like hey hows it going

and 1I was like good and it was cool because hes like he was one of my favorite surfers
at the time and 1I sat there and talked to him and he like started telling me like oh so
schoow you know
youre going to school stay in school

and like

it was cool

and then he

was like even more my favorite because not only is he an awesome surfer and 1I looked up

to him and like met him because he was him but then just talking to him and getting that
like oh you know

hes a real person and hes not just like yeah

surfed
cool yeah 1I surbed

dude

go surf thats

tahiti last week im cool you know he was like oh and like

showed an interest and showed that he was like a real person so that made him that more

that much more of a real person and a person that 1I could be like oh

hes got his feet on the ground
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hes a good guy

f7 exemplifies how many of these young participants were either slow to admit their fandom
thus fa
or they contradicted their initial claims of not being affected by the media during subsequent discussions and
interviews

likewise the following participant said that ashes
shes not all that into or influenced by the media
yet she admits to enjoying TV shows like the long running teen drama beverly hills 90210

f9
fa

like

last semester 1I mean yeah this is totally cheesy but 1I would always come home and

be like

oh 90210 is on or something like that you know

id totally get caught up in

that but like 1I mean my roommates came home every day at 200 and they were watching

days of our lives and id sit there and 1I was just like this is ridiculous like it was
9

so annoying to watch because it was so dramatic and just pathetic
obsessed with like buffy and whatever you know

because

its just as unrealistic as 90210

sits there and she goes

and my roommate is

its not realistic to me

and

im like you know

and she
maybe

youre right but at least its not like vampires jumping out or whatever laughing but
yeah 1I totally
1I

it

1I

totally get caught up in 90210 and stuff like that but at the same time

mean my life isnt going to be changed by it

its just something

1I

do cause

im not going to be affected if 1I dont watch

im bored

manther
marther
hurther acknowledges the value differences exhibited on this TV show and others
further
f9
fa farther

but says she

tries not to let them alter her own values however she does indicate some level of media effect particularly

third person because although she says she would not think that these TV values are OK for herself she says

that the way the plots are designed they make these values seem OK for the characters this she says
contributes to the demise of society such as teen pregnancies because the media makes these values seem
acceptable
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1I

honestly 1I always think about the value differences

for them because they dont understand

its just weird its easy to look at TV

1I

always sit there and go

its OK

or because theyre not members of the church
you know people on TV and one scene is theyre

totally making out and then the next scene is theyre waking up in bed together and
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its

natural to watch it on TV

its natural to think oh
oh

reality 1I would never turn around and say

you know

its acceptable but in

well they do it on TV so 1I can

SF

OK so you separate that from your own values and behavior

f9
fa

big time 1I dont really sit there and think you know oh what theyre doing is wrong
though which is really weird it never affected me because youre constantly watching it

every episode its happening

every episode of anything

its always happening

are always sleeping together you know in every movie you know
learned about in yearbook also is thats what the media does

people

thats the one thing we

youve got to have language

youve got to have sex and youve got to have entertainment those are the three main
things to get people if a movie doesnt contain those people arent going to go see it and

its

so true you know

thats why people

because it doesnt have any of that whereas

are like aoh
ooh a grated
G rated movie

thats and thats also why theres so many

R rated movies out in society today and it makes me sick because
fair

no way

im

like

thats not

and thats a lot of the reason too why theres so many teen pregnancies and all that

kind of stuff because everyones role models and everyones idols are out in the movies
doing it whether they believe it or not for themselves but you seem to think that because

they go to the movies

theyre doing

it so 1I can too

that most participants were slow to see themselves

as fans or directly affected by the media in any

significant way suggests perhaps that they perceive being a fan as negative As an active audience perhaps

the idea of relinquishing control of their lives to the media almost to the point of becoming victim like to
media domination is perhaps a passive role and they are resistant to adapt or accept any association with it

nonetheless it was revealing to observe how most participants

once probed

eventually admitted to being

fans in some way and simultaneously saw fame as perhaps not such a bad thing after all
ANALYSIS FAME AND FANDOM

personalized

see THE FINAL

section for further details

another notable contradiction was observed in the behaviors of
f2 and f3
off2
offa
fa these two young women
fa
went to great lengths to explain how they did not respect celebrities such as britney spears and the members

ili
lil
lii
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III

he friends cast as role models because they did not project high values and standards particularly in
of the
the way they dressed

ironically however during our one on one interviews the girls showed up wearing

bikinis and explained that they typically do not hang out at the college dorm pool because the rules dictate

that girls must wear one piece bathing suits they explained how they opted instead to travel across town
in order to attend a public pool so that they can wear their two piece bathing suits despite the fact that they

are considered to be immodest according to university standards

this conflict again underscores the evidence of the value conflicts that exist in this case among
moral and modest
morai
the females they desire to be morar

their attire would be considered immodest
consider to be immodest dress

and therefore they would not frequent any place where

yet they still desire to wear what they as well as BYU

so they simply choose to wear it in an environment where it would be more

socially and morally acceptable
FRLAL ANALYSIS FAME AND FANDOM
FINAL
THE pinal

personalized

after much discussion about the many tenants of fame from a global to a local basis religious and
me participants were mixed regarding the possibility
secular conditions personal and impersonal applications the

of being famous themselves while most of these youth explained that they had experienced some level of
fame themselves on a local level
show host etc

eg high school football star

their opinions differed dramatically on the issue

student body officer prom queen local TV

for instance some individuals who initially

distanced themselves from any connection with fame and media influence concluded by saying that it would
coor to be hamous
be cool
famous

youre not trashy

to have the opportunity to portray truth and goodness and to let people know that

others were scared by the prospects fearful of the position in which it would place their

family regarding privacy issues and public demands still others vacillated with the notion saying that it
would be hard to be famous

authorities do

but that they would try to stay humble and do the same thing that the general

still others were adamant that they definitely did not want to be famous because of how

fame corrupts and changes people and how it seems to challenge family life

this variance of perspectives

again exemplifies the diversity of talk about fame that exists among LDS youth yet it ironically contradicts

their own universally accepted notion that everyone wants to be famous
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fag
vs religious symbols
Paraph analia ys
fan paraphanalia
fab
regarding the issue of physical manifestations of fandom in homes the distant yet active
interpretive community was more united in this respect than with the value conflicts which showed evidence

same
fame garb in terms of posters photos apparel and other
of gender separation while there was evidence of
offame
various celebrity merchandise the participants exhibited a more prominent display of family and religious
symbols in their bedrooms and homes

for instance pictures of jesus christ and various LDS temples hung

in every home many photos of family and close friends were commonly displayed personal awards and
certificates of achievement were also exhibited which seemed to catch

ones initial focus overshadowing any

fame paraphanalia
paraph analia that existed for example one participant indicated that these physical displays helped

remind her of her primary goals in life

fl

these photos are pretty much all of my friends and then 1I have a picture of the temple
and then all my best friends are everywhere and 1I like this picture because it reminds me

of all my goals
SF

the temple does

fl

yes

cause this is my main goal to be able to be always worthy to go to the temple and

always preparing to go to the temple and the rest is really just family and friends all

I1 really dont have any that are really if 1I think about it there is not like a star

if it

im obsessed

over you know

fs

though
ilke in nature such as f3s statue
like
fan
fen
symbol
fanlike
other symbols
ough scarce were more temporal and more gen
symbolough

of the little mermaid she says that she keeps it up in her room because she really loved that movie and
really likes that particular character

some adornments were more unspoken like those found in FTs home

which was plastered with magazine photos and posters of professional surfers wake boarders and snow
boarders

f8 says that she used to have similar photos up in her room
fa

but she is trying to create a more

mature ambiance in her home therefore she has opted to adorn her classic french decor with things like
7

the churchs
churche proclamation of the family statement a picture of christ and
photos of family and friends
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the first presidency

as well as

other fame paraphanalia that was within sight during nonparticipant observation included examples
such as a people magazine lying on the floor next to the bed posters of the actor jim carey the philadelphia
cundey from the three stooges sweat
cuddey
guitarist ben harper disney CDs of popular
sweatshirts
shirts of singer
singerguitarist
eagles or curley

theme park rides such as sounds from the haunted mansion or

Carri bean
carribean
the pirates of the carridean

other

contemporary music and name brand support such as nike hats and quicksilver shirts that could be
associated with various celebrities when asked about his life size image of jim carey hanging on his wall

one participant responded simply

MI
ml 1

because 1I worked in the theater and 1I had tons of posters and 1I thought it was funny

SF

so its not necessarily like jim carey is your idol or anything

MI
mii1
mil

fanny expression
funny
well 1I think he is funny and it was a manny

es of
LDS youth
lives
religiosity central to the liv
oflds
oflas

these physical manifestations of fame seemed to convey more of a shared interest in a hobby or sport
rather than any type of zealous idol worship on the part odthe
ofthe
of the participants in each participating home it was

clear from visual observation which was also reinforced by various in depth discussions that the main
priority in the lives of these young individuals was their religiosity as it applied to the events in their lives
with a secondary focus on their interests some which included elements of fame

paraph analia
this fan paraphanalia

symbolically spoke to the research questions concerning RQI the relationship between fame and the
religiosity

rq2
oflds
oflas youth and rqn

how they resolve value conflicts that arise therein as well as

rqn
rq9

how

they see the role of fame play out in the church these LDS youth based their perspectives about fame and

the media on their religious upbringing they incorporated strategies of religiosity to resolve their value
conflicts and they implemented religious principles as a foundation for setting future goals though the
primary interpretive community split into gendered groups at times during this study as well as exhibiting

varying styles of talk about fame and media it was firmly reunited in that each individual proved to be
striving for LDS religiosity to take precedence over and to temper the effects of fame and media in their
individual lives

more on this in conclusions chapter
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conclusions
LDS youth
the purpose of this thesis was to explore the relationship between fame and religiosity of
oflds
oflas

and how they define and resolve value conflicts therein

the study also intended to uncover themes about how

LDS youth define fame how they talk about it how they tie religiosity into those conversations and whom

they consider famous and why additionally the research sought to explore both the positive and negative
uses of fame in the lives of LDS youth including what they are learning and emulating from those who are
famous as well as how they see the role of fame playing out in the church overall the purpose of this study

was to provide a foundation of useful concepts about fame and LDS youth upon which additional research
could be conducted

discussion

results of this study indicate that LDS youth both embrace and reject various aspects of fame as it
relates to their lives LDS religious fundamentals lay the foundation upon which these youth establish their
ideals about fame and whom they choose as role models when these ideals and religious values collide with

the realities of mediated fame internal conflict arises religiosity then becomes the strategy incorporated by
these youth to resolve these conflicts conversely the closer fame merges with the religious values of these

individuals the more justified fame becomes in their minds however religiosity supercedes
supersedes fame and

religiosity therefore becomes a multi-

fandom as a guiding force in the lives of these LDS youth

dimensional phenomenon which not only allows for oppositional readings of mediated fame or divergently
correct interpretations 7 see lepter and lindlof 2000 stout 2000

but it also serves multiple roles such as

helping youth establish ideals and goals in life serving as the bar by which they judge their success as well
as the success of others and being the method by which they resolve value conflicts that result from discord
between fame and religiosity

LDS youth A distant

yet active audience

the data revealed an active audience which read primarily against the media thus contradicting the
stereotype that youth are simply under the power of celebrities
LDS youth
a single interpretive community CIDS
oids

this audience initially manifested itself as

distant yet active audience
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with a diversity of talk about

fame within it

this variance emerged through

revealed themes about the paradoxical nature of fame

religiously founded ideals about fame specific styles of talk about fame fan paraphanalia
paraph analia etc As discussion
about value conflicts deepened this unified interpretive community demonstrated a tendency toward gendered

views particularly in terms of value conflicts

each genders value conflicts were as unique as their

definitions and resolutions to these conflicts though both genders commonly employed religiosity strategies

as methods of resolution

furthermore these value conflicts themselves showed potential for even more

level interpretive communities which could be proven as more conclusive with further research
definitive sub
sublevel

findings also showed that while fame and fandom played active roles in the lives of these LDS youth
religiosity

highlighted by its physical symbols

fandom behavior in their lives

significantly overshadowed the presence of both fame and

this indicates that LDS beliefs

doctrines culture and values are central to

the daily lives of these youth serving as the focal point around which the rest of their lives revolve

the data

further revealed that LDS youth considered fame to be paradoxical

negative depending on the context
paradoxical

both positive and

its relationship to religiosity was likewise found to be

complimentary in some cases and conflicting in others while a variety of individuals were

named as famous LDS celebrities were considered to be voices of the LDS culture and representatives

cormons are and how they live
to the world of who mormons

thus both criticism and admiration were intensified

as these LDS youth spoke of these individuals with particular praise and respect for the positive examples

of fame that the LDS prophet and general authorities provided this research underscores the point that
while LDS youth are diverse in their talk about specifics about fame when it comes to media issues involving

the church they are united in their concern for both a positive public image as well as an accurate
representation of their individual yet collective values and beliefs
harris5
harrise indication that fans are primarily women 1999 p 7 the value conflicts that
consistent with harris

emerged among the females in this study support that view

the detailed expressions

and discussions of body

image conflicts pressure to be perfect fame not being conducive to LDS lifestyle and idol worshipcelebrity
worship celebrity

emulation indicate that because the females struggle so personally with these issues more often and more
intensely than the males they must initially be influenced by the phenomenon of fame to some degree in order
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males were simply less expressive about any additional
maies
to experience conflict while it is possible that the mates
conflicts they may have had but chose to keep them inside as to not appear weak or vulnerable in front of their

peers the more probable conclusion revealed through the data is that the more value conflicts individuals face
fan like characteristics they possess
regarding fame the more fanlike

mates
me diversity of talk about fame and media among males
maies and
such findings raise new questions about the
females within a common subculture such as the LDS church evidence suggests that perhaps despite
common religious values and upbringings
upbring ings males and females read interpret emotionalize and personalize

texts

particulary
particulars mediated characters therein

very differently

the data likewise revealed that most LDS youth resisted any connection

to being considered fans or

being significantly affected by the media themselves opting to initially explain their issues and perspectives
in third person effect

fin
further
ther suggests that there may be an inherent belief among these LDS youth that
this fiu

fandom is in some way perceived as negative or that it is embarrassing for them to be considered a fan

for

an active media audience as well as an active religious audience it is understandable to see why they would
resist being considered victim like or one who is acted upon by another dominant force such as the media

which they ironically defined and interpreted as being highly powerful
despite this omnipotence they expected themselves to be in control

there was an initial sense that

or even more powerful than the media

itself
implications
me struggle that these LDS youth occasionally face in constantly
contradictions about fame indicate the
adhering to their religious values in both thought and behavior though they all expressed a sincere desire

to consistently be true to their values their contradictions demonstrated their efforts to work through these
conflicts in order to allow both fame and religiosity to assume their proper roles in their lives

such information might be useful to parents educators and religious leaders as they consider
instilling values as well as media literacy from a religious perspective As indicated by this study religiosity
is a strong determinant of how youth view ideals about fame

the values and beliefs they learn early on in

their lives are the very ideals by which they choose their role models make judgements
judgements about which mediated
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messages they will accept or reject and determine the role of fame in their lives

both from the perspective

of being a fan and being in the spotlight themselves

while religious leaders do consider fame from both a positive and negative standpoint the data
indicate that LDS youth communicate in a more complex diversity of talk as well as relativity in terms of the
value of fame or lack thereof as it relates to both secular and religious aspects of their lives it may be helpful
therefore to

1

discuss fame within the context of specific scenarios as opposed to polemical generalities or

a uniform approach within these complexities it might be constructive to 2 consider the value conflicts
these youth face when fame and religious ideals collide in their lives As leaders seek to help them resolve
these conflicts it may be helpful to 3 express compassion understanding and sensitivity to the tensions that

exist regarding these issues particularly among the young women who seem to experience more internal
conflict regarding these issues than the young men according to the data LDS youth are making concerted
efforts to battle the various challenges and conflicts they face in todays heavily mediated world and perhaps

recognizing and rewarding those positive efforts could encourage them to continue to adhere to gospel ideals

this study showed that LDS youth

especially the young men

look to and heed the counsel of respected

church leaders parents and authorities as they seek solutions to various challenges related to fame in the
feet this research indicates that youth seriously consider the influential positions of church leaders
media in fact
educators parents and LDS celebrities in particular as they internalize the powerful messages that are sent

from those both in authority and in the spotlight it may be helpful therefore to also 4 take advantage of

the positive aspects of fame insofar as these positive examples help youth progress in their lives such issues
deserve the attention of those in authority over youth as well as further academic research

concept
interpretive community theory
thegn A useful conce
thega
it should be noted that the interpretive community theory proved to be a useful tool in uncovering
emergent data as well as common themes relating to fame religiosity and LDS youth As this active media
audience was highly analytical about fame the interpretive community theory greatly helped to uncover their
strategies of interpretation which indicated that youth are not blindly led nor universally manipulated by the

media

though they do express various vulnerabilities to the media interpretive community theory also
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helped to organize and examine the many dominant themes that emerged in the data highlighting the
diversity of talk expressed among these LDS youth it further helped to clarify and articulate the varied value
conflicts which were revealed in this research as well as the audiences strategic resolutions to these conflicts

the interpretive community theory

thus provided a very useful method by which the rich qualitative date

in this study could be effectively analyzed as well as theorized in an orderly and productive manner

recommendations for further research
in addition to the above suggestions there are various other research opportunities recommended
for further study As stated in the results section many fame and media issues in this study demonstrated

a strong tendency toward gendered interpretive communities particularly within the value conflicts further
research could identify the extent to which this gender division exists as well as clearer boundaries and shared

strategies among potential interpretive communities regarding the value conflicts LDS youth experience
between fame and religiosity

among LDS youth audiences the following issues could be further explored issues such as the
media pressure young women face in terms of body image and attaining their idealized LDS marriage
comparison between young men and young women of the church regarding how they experience and deal
with guilt relating to media habits a focus on mormon converts and how they develop and reinforce their
LDS identity through the connection and association with LDS celebrities and church fame an exploration

of LDS celebrities exploring their experiences with fame as it relates to religiosity from their point of view
triangulation between youth of various religions to determine if and how their views about fame differ and
how they define and resolve their respective value conflicts

various cultural and geographic issues relating to fame and media arose in this study that were not
necessarily emphasized in this thesis some included depression rates among utah women relating to fame

and the media

utahs

youth seeming more vulnerable to media and fame trends and utah news

sow
sont
soft LDS culture
sugarcoating information because of the sot
sugarcoating

these issues could be explored in studies that

compare and contrast LDS media behaviors and beliefs in terms of geographic location

further research relating to this study could also be conducted among more secular audiences for
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Simp sons and friends tended to be gendered in various
simpsins
instance since the popular TV sitcoms such as the simpsons

ways it would be interesting to cross them with both male and female audiences to determine how each
audience perceives each show in terms of gender identity and attraction triangulation among youth who are
active in the performing arts against those who are not heavily involved in the arts to determine

if there is a

significant difference in fame and media perception or audience studies about reality TV to determine its
actual level of reality and whether or not it encourages or discourages the pursuit of fame among viewers or

if it alters their perspectives

hurther
further research in these areas will seek to broaden the
about fame overall farther

understanding of issues relating to media youth and religion and the diversity of talk that lies within
common subcultures with both institutional and societal expectations
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appendix A
participant profiles
triad

1

3 female roommates

fa
fl f2

and f3
fa

iii
lii171
fl

fl

F I1 is a 19 year old sophomore from tampa florida she recently transferred from ricks college where she was a national debate champion
through this endeavor she has experienced minor brushes with fame as well as through her participation on award winning dance teams she
has a history ofeating
of eating disorders which she strongly attributes to the media she is very outgoing and articulate enjoys watching sitcoms such

as friends and enjoys reading magazines such as people

faf2
freshman from salt lake city utah she graduated early from high school
f2
fa is a 17 year old fieshman

and is new to BYU this term she is shy not
as outgoing as the other girls and therefore sometimes deferred to their opinions during the triad she seemed to avoid confrontation both
f2
fa were reluctant to disagree with FflI1 while they were together in group discussion but they later expressed their disagreement with
fa and f3
fa has a love hate relationship with britney spears she really likes her and her
fl about selected issues during their one on one interviews f2
music but feels like she shouldnt and also enjoys listening to christina aguilera she also enjoys watching the TV show friends

faf3

fa she graduated high school early and is new to BYU this term she comes
f3
fa is a 17 year old freshman from salt lake city utah like f2
cormons she says she has
from a wealthy prominent family in salt lake city and has occasionally associated with various famous mormons
witnessed people close to her make and lose large amounts of money and shared how these events have effected their relationships and
individual lives this background seems to have significantly influenced her opinions and perspectives about fame as well as wealth like
f2
fa f3
fa also has a love hate relationship with britney spears and she also enjoys watching the TV show friends regularly

triad

2 3 male roommates ma
m6
m4 MS and ma

ma
m4

ma is an 18 year old freshman from anaheim hills california majoring in music ma
m4
m4 is an experienced musician who especially admires
brian wilson ofthe
of the beach boys for his musical genius he is media savvy particularly on the computer and internet he is a very deep
odthe
thinker who does well in school he enjoys watching the Simp
simpsons
simpsins
sons particularly since he was forbidden to watch it growing up at home and
is also a disney fan
ma
m5

ma is an 18 year old fi
freshman from philadelphia pennsylvania he recently transferred from utah state university but plans to return there
m5
eshman
m high school athletics and has particularly excelled in football
next semester he is street smart honest and open he has a background in
he is a dedicated philadelphia eagles fan and enjoys sports of all kinds he reads time and maxim he also likes watching the TV sitcom
sitcov
simpsons
sons as well as televised sports
simpsins
the Simp
ma
m6

ma
m6 is an

18 year old freshman from salt lake city utah he is an honor student who is attending BYU on an academic scholarship ma
m6
Simp sons particularly
has a background in high school student government and leadership and is asian american he enjoys watching the simpsons
simpsins

on his computer vla
via CD ROM and he says that his computer is his gateway to the media

triad

3

3 female friendsformer
friends former roommates

f7
fa f8
fa and f9
fa

faf7

f7
fa is an

ganta california she recently transferred from BYU hawaii and is an elementary
margarita
rancho santa Mar
education major she has a background ofhigh
of high school leadership competitive track surfing snow boarding and was a prom queen her dad
prohibited TV viewing in their home except for movies and surf videos nine years ago so she considers herself out of touch with the media
however she says she now watches more television because of her roommates enjoys reading shape and surfing magazines and loves
listening to ben harper music and attending his concerts she also hosted a local cable show in southern california with f8
fa
18 year old freshman from
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f8 is an 18 year old freshman from huntington beach california she currently attends utah valley state college and is a nursing major
fa
she is a convert to the church ofjust
ofjust under one year and she currently works part time with sex offenders she enjoys watching TV shows
that are real to life and educational such as the learning channel national geographic ER the paramedics
Paramedics cops americas most
wanted the croc hunter animal planet TLC and CNN sometimes she enjoys what she calls trash TV such as jerry springer she
reads shape health and ensign magazines and sometimes indulges in cosmopolitan FS enjoys listening to ben harper music and
attending his concerts with f7
tetris and she hosted a local cable TV show in southern california
fa she likes playing computer games such as betris
with f7
fa she was also a junior lifeguard enjoys snow boarding and was involved in high school leadership
7

faf9
is a 19 year old freshman from trabuco
trabucco canyon california she is currently an elementary education major at BYU she has a
her perspectives about
background in print production as a member of her high school yearbook staff this experience played into many of
other
the media in that she did not seem very trusting ofthe
odthe
of the media because she had witnessed image manipulation time and again she says that
this perspective has also helped her maintain a healthier perspective about not idolizing magazine models because she feels that they dont
really appear in real life how they appear in magazines she says she prefers name brand clothing eg
e g nordstrom roxy etc because of
her mothers example she enjoys snow boarding and watching reruns of beverly hills 90210

f9
fa

triad

4

3 male roommates MIO

mil
mii

and m12

MIO
mio
mlo
oid freshman from kissimmee
old
MIO is
Kis simmee florida he is a physics major at BYU and seems very bright and articulate hesaysthe
an 18 year oldfivshman
isan
he says the
maln source ofmedia
medla and he uses the internet for email school research and for reading scientific journals he also enjoys
computer is his main
ormedia
of media
Simp sons and the discovery channel
watching TV shows like the simpsins
simpsons

mil
mii
ml
1

M I1111I is a 19 year old sophomore from jacaville
Vacaville
vacaville california he is a CIT electronics and information technology major at BYU he says
movie reviews and wasting time he used to work in a movie
he also uses the internet quite often for school research email looking up movle
movie trends and reviews he also enjoys actionadventure
theater m
action adventure shows like james bond
in california so he says he tries to stay current on movle
Simp sons and seinfeld he
and jackie chan movies he says he doesnt watch too much TV anymore but when he does he chooses the simpsons
simpsins

ae

says he has also enjoyed watching saturday night live reruns comedy central JAG and star trak

m12
Victorville california he is a civil engineering major at BYU he is african american and says
m12 is an 18 year old freshman from victorville
he enjoys listening to classical music watching the Simp
sons and reading church publications like the ensign
simpsons
simpsins
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appendix B

triad discussion topics
tonics and questions
purpose the purpose of the focus groups is to provide an arena within which LDS youth can address the issues of fame and religiosity in
a group dynamic thus many of the following questions are the same or similar to the in depth interview questions but the difference will
be how they talk about these issues as a group in a study incorporating interpretive communities this element is equally as important as
the answers themselves

tell me about some of your aspirations in life

careers goals etc

tell me about some people who you look up to and admire what do you admire about them why are they examples to you have you
ever met these people if so were they what you expected did your attitude change about them once you met them in person
seen7
seen or to get recognized 7 in public
sometimes people do things just to be seena
attention would you engage in anything similar to get noticed

tell me about some of the things youve

seen others do for

sometimes people like to emulate celebrities especially the way they look 1I personally wanted my hair the same color as jennifer annistons
Annis tons
have there ever been any instances in your life when you have tried to emulate someone famous

along those lines many people enjoy watching celebrities such as professional athletes because it helps them improve their own athletic
performance for instance when 1I played tennis competitively 1I used to imagine myself stroking the ball like tracy austin or chris evert
and often that would help me to improve my game are there any activities that you do in your life sports or otherwise where you imagine
yourself performing like other people
name some famous people who you admire why do you admire them are there any famous individuals in the limelight whom you wish
you could meet tell me about some ofyour
of your favorite character and why
of your favorite TV shows or films who are some ofyour
ilfe eg
oflife
of life
tell me about fame in other areas ollife

school local community church clubs etc

have you seen

it manifest itself there in any way

fame discussed in the church eg prominent
do you think theres an element of fame in the LDS church how have you heard or seen name
leaders well known guest speakers etc

how often would you say that you talk about or refer to someone who is famous tell me about some recent conversations
how does knowing that someone is famous influence your decisions in your everyday life
stuff in your room or apartment or elsewhere that represent people who you admire eg T shirts posters notebooks
of stutt
do you have any type ofstuff
hats etc

what do you think of reality TV

do you ever wish you were famous why or why not
when is it important for you to be recognized and when is it not

it has been said that most people will do just about anything for their

15 minutes

of fame

what would you do and what wouldnt you do

for fame

what do you think of fame

in general

of your favorite character and why
tell me about some of your favorite TV shows or films who are some ofyour

tell me about yourself

family number of siblings and birth order major in school hobbies interests media involvement TV radio

internet movies CDs etc
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appendix C
interview schedule
triadis the one on one interviews sought to probe deeper into how each individual participant feels about
purpose stemming
triads
ae grouped tnads
Stenum ng from the
mane
fame
fane and how it affects their values goals beliefs and behaviors in addition to the questions below the interviewer tailored questions for
each participant based on how they responded in the focus group situation thus some or all of these questions were asked in no particular
order the interviewer incorporated a loosely designed approach to where the conversation could develop naturally and she could then address
the following questions and issues as they evolved and were appropriate based on the responsiveness and openness of the participants

of your aspirations in life careers goals etc what if that led to you becoming famous what would you think about
tell me about some ofyour
that

tell me about some people who you
ever met these people

took
look up to and admire what do you admire about them why are they examples to you have you
if so were they what you expected did your attitude change about them once you met them in person

do things just to be seei
or to get recognized in public have you ever done anything crazy or not so that others would
seen
sometimes people dothingsjustto
seetfor
seetfor
notice you what are some of the things you do to get noticed just among your friends

many people like to follow certain celebrities actors models musicians entertainers etc for instance dont laugh when 1I was a
mandlow
flow I1 saw him in concert three times bought every record and watched or read every interview with him
manilow
teenager I1 used to love barry Man
that 1I could are there any people like that in your life who you like to follow
Annistons
sometimes people like to emulate celebrities especially the way they look 1I personally wanted my hair the same color as jennifer annistons
wil
namous
fit
famous
mous
have there ever been any instances in your life when you have tried to emulate someone wit

along those lines many people enjoy watching celebrities such as professional athletes because it helps them improve their own athletic
performance for instance when 1I played tennis competitively I1 used to imagine myself stroking the ball like tracy austin or chris evert
and often that would help me to improve my game are there any activities that you do in your life sports or otherwise where you imagine
yourself performing like other people

name some famous people who you admire why

do you admire them

are there any famous individuals or characters

on TV or in the

limelight whom you wish you could meet

eg

how have you heard or seen fame discussed in the LDS church

prominent leaders well known guest speakers etc

how often would you say that you talk about or refer to someone who is famous tell me about some recent conversations
how does knowing someone is famous influence your decisions in your own everyday life
of stuff in your room or apartment or elsewhere that represent people who you admire eg T shirts posters notebooks
do you have any type ofstuff
hats etc

what do you think of reality TV

do you ever wish you were famous why or why not
when is it important for you to be recognized and when is it not

it has been said that most people will do just about anything for their

15 minutes

for fame

any other thoughts about fame in general
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of fame

what would you do and what wouldnt you do

notes
1

considered a general authority a member ofthe
odthe
ofthe first or second quorum of the seventy is a general church ecclesiastical leader
took for spiritual leadership
odthe
who operates under the direction ofthe
of the twelve apostles and to whom members worldwide look

2

callings refer to church service assignments

3

uudo
undo
fade
titie given to the prophet members of the first presidency the twelve apostles members of the quorums
A general authority is a title
presidencies
cies these individuals are church wide or regional leaders to whom
of the seventy the presiding bishopric and area presiden
the body of the membership looks for spiritual leadership

4

warde or congregations
A stake president is a local ecclesiastical leader who oversees a stake or a group of approximately 10 wards
see bishop
As with the bishop local members often look to stake presidents for spiritual guidance and leadership

5

symbolic ofthe
odthe
of the twelve apostles a high council member or high counselor is part of a local stake ecclesiastical council that
operates under the direction of the stake president these members are responsible for providing spiritual guidance and doctrinal
direction to the members of their stake they also sit in council to the stake president regarding various matters of the stake

6

A bishop is a local ecclesiastical leader who occupies an ordained office of the priesthood as president of the aaronic priesthood
in his ward as well as the presiding member over the wards high priests he is also considered to be a common judge in israel
he oversees a ward or congregation of approximately 400 church members these members often look to their bishops for
individual guidance spiritual direction and personal counsel

7

an auxiliary organization is a supplementary organization

8

A

in the

church which provides service and educational opportunities for
3 11 young
individual members examples ofthese
of these organizations include the primary which seeks to serve children aged 311
menyoungwomen
menyoung
18 relief society which seeks to serve the adult women
Men
1218
Young women which seeks to serve LDS teenagers aged 12
minyoung
of the church 18 years old and older and the sunday school which seeks to instruct doctrine to the members of the church

relief society president oversees the womens auxiliary organization at the ward stake or general church level under the
direction of the priesthood the relief society offers the women of the church an opportunity to provide charitable volunteer
humanitarian service to men women and children local relief society presidents also preside over weekly sunday meetings
when members meet to receive instruction and to share spiritual experiences and insights As with other church leadership callings
relief society presidents are often sought out for spiritual guidance

9

the elders

10

ofmormon canonized scripture of the LDS church
moroni was an ancient prophet and well known leader in the book of mormon

quorum is the local mens organization of elders who are 18 years old and older this organization offers quorum
members opportunities to provide charitable volunteer service to members of the ward and to others in need members of the
quorum also meet together each sunday to receive instruction spiritual guidance and to share gospel insights
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